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Calhoun, Mansfield meet in run-off 
I 
• 
. 
By Alison Bethel Junior Jeffrey Tisdale was elected un-
Hilltop Slaff Revonr• dergraduate trustee and second-year 
The slates of Emory Calhoun/Bryant law student Harry Wallace was elected 
.. Moore and Eric Mansfield/Stephen · graduate trustee. Tisdale received 383 
, ~ Mathis, Howard University Student votes and was followed by Jill Louis, 
:1: .. •- Association (HUSA) presidential and who received 345 votes. Other candi-
..._ vice-presidential candidates will par- dates for undergraduate trustee in-
tici~ate in a run-off election or. March eluded J. Eric Robinson with 250 votes, 
13 after a month of intensive ca 11paign- and Derck Grier and James Mullins , 
·ing, according to Jeffrey Washington , who received 204 and 95 votes, 
HUSA Elections Committee chairman. respectively. 
The candidates can campaign up to According to poll results, Calhoun 
Emory Calhoun . . . 48 percent of the 
vote. 
alld including the day of the election, received 748 votes while Mansfield fol-
b1it will not be able to do so in buildings lowed with 452 votes and Todd John-
or within 500 feet of polling stations, son, a third presidential candidate, 
Washington said. trailed with 389 votes. In order to win 
1Cheek house previously 
I I 
the election, a candidate must obtain 51 
percent of the total vote, according to 
Belinda Lightfoot, associate director of 
Student Activities and advisor for the. 
Elections Committee. 
The run-off elections·will take place 
from 10:00 a.m. to 7:001 p.m. Main 
campus voting ~ will be held in the 
following schools and buildings : 
School of Business, School of Engi-
neering, Locke Hall , Douglass Hall , 
College of Dentistry and the Blackbum 
Student Center. Off-campus election 
sites will be the law and divinity · 
schools. 
After two and a half . hours of 
Ri.ggs 
tabulating votes, polls revealed that on-
ly 1747 of the University's 12,000 stu-
dents voted in the general election . 
However, according to Margo Ward, 
Elections Committee secretary, the 
Committee did not experience any ma-
jor problems with the voting process. 
In reference to the apathy displayed · 
by voters, Ward said, '' I think a lot of it 
·had to do with the fact that most schools 
only· had O_!'e ballot. And some students 
may have felt that there was no need to 
vote because the one ballot would have 
won anywa'.y. and that may have de-
terred a lot of students from voting." 
See HUSA page 7 Erk Mansfield •.. 28 percent of the ..... 
sc ·results 
• 
I By Carmel Bullard The purchase price could not be Harris Jr. and Vice President for Ad-
H.u..,.._s..ffReponer ascenained. but a repon in The Wash - ministration Owen D. Nichols. 
i Funher investigation into the 1984 ington Post quoted chairman of the Records reflect that the university chairman declared void 
purchase of President James E. Cheek's Board of Trustees, Geraldine P. Woods appears to have repurchased the house 
j home by Howard Univeisity has re- as saying that the house was sold to from, Cheek around the same time that 
Vealed that the University had owned Cheek for the same price the University the first payment on the mongage was 
the house in which Check resides since had paid for it in 1969. due. -t 
1969, until it sold the house to Check on The sale of the house was p. ubli.shed. u d I ' I R Cod ·d INov. 21, 1983 forSiiS,OOO. n er ntema evenue egu1 e-l in t!Jc Feb. 9 issue of The Washington lines , Chee~ would have ·had to pay a 
In its upper nonhwest location, at Post. In that issue, the post listed recent to~I of ·about $90,000 in federal and 
8035 16th St., the house has been as- house sales selected at random from D.C. income taxes-the differential 
sCssed by the D.C. Depanment of Fi- information gathered by Rufus S. Lusk between the market value of the house 
nance and Revenue at $267,767. and Son, lnc ., publishers of real estate and the price he paid for it , if he had 1 
After The Hilltop learned of the information. ''Mr. and Mrs . ,J:E. remained the own~r . Based on that in-
~oo, President Oleek, in an in- Cheek sold a house at 8035 16th S1. for formation, the" sale of the house was 
r.~~·e_w, said that the sale of the house $115,000, all cash, to Howard Univer- transac1ed in a timely manner. 
was a private matter upon Which he siry ~'' the Post reported in its real estate Now that Cheek has been released of 
would not comment. He also said that section. thC obligation of the $115,000 mon-
!he sale involved his ,,wife but declined According to documents registered gage, according to a Deed of Release 
~o elaborate he'r role in the sale. Accord- with the Recorder of Deeds, Cheek re- filed in the Recorder of Deeds on Dec. 
ipg to the transaction records, Mrs .. ceived full financing from the Univer- 26 last year. it remains unknown 
feles tine Cheek was !isled as a coown· sity at a rate of 5 percent payable in whether any money ever changed hands 
"Cr of the house. annual installments until paid in full . or if the entire thing was simply a paper 
l According to the land records of the Common interest rates on home mort· transaction. 
_bistrict of Columbia, the l!niversity · gages at the time Howard sO!d to Cheek Cheek will continue to live in the 
f>ought the: house from a-widow named were a:bOut l'.tpe1cent. llle truo;tCes on house rent-free. 
'i\nn Silvennan on Aug. 22, 1969 . the mongage were Vice President for Hilltop editor-in-chief H~nry Boyd 
Business and Fiscal Affairs Caspa i .. Hall contributed to this report . 
~ly_ low 
• 
• • ous1ng costs. to . -increase 
By t:._reda SatterwhMe 
Haop !iWl' RrpofWI" The cost of housing at +toward has 
donates 
$250,000 
• 
In a surpri se announcemen1 a1 the 
annual Howard University Chaner 
Day Dinner las1 Thursday, Joe 
AJlbritton, cl1airman of the board of 
the Riggs National Bank, announced 
that he and his wife, Barbara intend 
to contribute $250,CXX) for the Univer-
·sit y's endowmenr campaign. 
AJlbrltton was the chairman of the 
Corporate Committee for the Charter 
Day festivities " 'tlich celebrated the 
I 18th anniversary of the founding of 
~he University. About 20X> friends, 
alumni and corporate patrons 
gathered for the dinner at the 
Washington Hilton and Towers 
Hotel, where alumni were honored at 
the dinner for their outstanding career 
achievements. \YDVM-TV ne,vs an-
chorwoman, J.C. Hayward, presided 
as mistress of ceremonies. 
Although the Howard University increased 24 percent since the 1981-82 
· ffic;ard of Trustees has yet to review school year . Comparatiyely Qeorge 
j housing costs for 1he 1985-86 school •'.,' ~Cll>hin~ton University has ~ncreased 
year, Acting Housi.ng Director its housing by 52 percent since that 
work, plumbing, and roofing need to 
·be done. Seventy-five to eighty per-
cent of the rooms are painted each 
year. This costs the University aP: 
proximately $300,CXX) per year." 
The endowment campaign, which 
is officially called the Howard Univer-
si1y New Direction Endowmen1 Cam-
paign, was launched late in 1984 when 
the U.S. Congress appropriated, $2 
piillion·in matching funds for the en-
downtent of the University. The funds 
must be matched on a dollar·for-
dollru; -basis by non-federal funds in 
order for the University to receive the 
appropriation. 
I William Keene said he anticipates an same academic year . 
I ,increase to take place. The Board, ·whic~ is scheduled to j ''The Board sets rents, but it has meet ~n April, revi7ws .1he overall 
not acted to increase them to this operations of 1he lJn1vers1ty and then 
date, Keene said. ''However, costs decides on cost increases. Factors 
rise with inflation.' ' such as dorm repair will determine if 
Keene pointed out that rental rates it will decide to Taise fiousing fees. 
at Howard are far below the rates of As student housing is viewed as a 
j 
area schools. However, these dorms self-supporting enterprise by univer-
may be in better or worse condition sities in general, housing expenses, 
I than Howard's dorms, he said. ideaJly, are to be covered by income According to a survey of 1984-85 gen.erated from rent. -
room rates at metropolitan area ''We try to have a break-even 
universities, Howard has the lowest operation," Keene said. ''However, 
1 annual housing rates. Comparing dorms now have need of major 
American Uniyersity with Howard, repairs, physical upgrading, and some 
· singleS at American range from $2742 amenities. To provide these, income 
I to $3204; singles at Howard range must be raised." 
I from $1400 to $1555. A double at If costs are raised, students most ! Howard ranges from $) 140 to $1300 likely will not be able to visualize what 
as compared to $2022 at American. they are receiving in return for the ad-
At triple at American costs a student ded costs, Keene sctid. 
$1704; a student Would pay $900 at ''Physical needs of dorms aren't 
Howard. . really visible to residents. Electrical 
However, Keene said that he does 
not believe tha1 a considerable 
rlumber of students would withdraw 
from University housing because of · 
increasing costs. '' Rental rates in the 
cit'y are very high and, therefore, 
dorm rates are much more 
appealing," he said. "' 
The off-campus housing referral 
se rvice located in the Tubman ' 
Quadrangle will help students locate 
housing in the District . This service is 
headed by Molly Hopkins and Elma 
Holcumb in the Office of Residence 
Life. 
According to Keene,~ in researching· 
future housing options, the University 
will keep student preferences in mind. 
The current trend is toward single 
rooms with access to cooking facilities 
as opposed to wanting shared-
occupancy rooms. ''I doll"t think this 
trend will change for some time,' ' he 
said. 
University Presidenl James E. 
Cheek announced at the Charter Day 
Convocation on March I that, with 
the proceeds of the $150-a-plate 
Charter Day Dinner and the AJlbrit-
ton gift, the Universily to date has 
raised $1,350,000 toward the $2 
million goal. 
Howard 's endowment currently 
stands at about $21 million, which is 
meager when compared to the en-
dowments of other distinguished 
universities with similar size and cur-
ricular scope'. Yale University, for in-
stance. has endowments of over $I 
billion and Duke University has an 
endowment which exceeds $200 
million. 
Howard, protests" apartheid 
Howard University was founded 
March 2, 1867, when Congress 
enacted a charter establ1sh1ng tne 
University. Today its , enrollment 
stands at about ·12,<XX> students, and 
17 schools and colleges, including the 
professions of law, dentistry arld 
medicine, comprise the university. 
l 
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Roy Bellley, left and Paul MoUOOn, of Howard'• P\lnlliftl Department, 
demonstrate with other faculty memben and 1tuderit1 near the South 
Alric .. Emb-y lut week. 
' By &uae Noel Kelch Hii"l~ Stafl' ltqona-
Among th alumni who ·received 
)Members of the University faculty' achievements were: Houston A: 
staff and student body joined the pick- Ba~er J~., professor of Engl~sh at the 
t 1· the S th Afri Emb Un1vers1ty of Pennsylvania; Ran-
e ine at ou can assy dolph W. Bromery, Commonwealth 
last Thurs?8r to denoun~e the system professor of geophysics at the Univer-
. of a~e1d tn Sou~ Africa a~d sh~w sity of Massachusetts at Amherst and 
clear res1st~ce .against U.S. ties with presidCnt of Geoscience Eilgineering 
the segregat1orust system. ~ Corp.; and Chailes F. Johnson; a 
The protest, sponsored by the. producer at Unjversal Studios in 
Committee on Howard Day De- Honolulu. 
monstration, neared the Cnd of .the Also included were: Dr. Frank P. 
fifteenth week of picketing and Lloyd, an Indianapolis physician and 
arrests outside the South African president and chief executive officer 
Embassy. of Ntethodist Hospital of Indiana in 
Shoutin~ ''Freedom yes, apartheid Indianapolis; Est~er Gar~and Pollard, 
no'' and ''Break the tics with apar- ~ noted ~mmun1ty service volun~eer 
theid," Howard demonstrators pick- in Wash1!1gton, D.C., . 8!'1d a retired 
eted from 3:30 p.m. to 5:00 p.m . in D.C. social work adm1n1Strato~; ~d 
opposition to what they called ''the Lawrence Douglas W1l~er. a V1rg1rua 
most murderous, racist and grotesque state senator from . Richmond and 
· f mode . ,, · . currently a candidate for the 
regime o m times, according Democratic nomination for lieutenant 
See SOUTH AFRICA page 4 governor of Virginia. 
By Benjamin James 
HiltlOp SWt' ltqona-
A collection of top-level student gov-
ernment officials unanimously voted 
yesterday to invalidate the entire Liber-
al Ans StudentCouncil elections pnx· 
ess, effectively overruling an earlier de-
cision of the Liberal Ans election com-
mittee. 
According to Jeffrey Washington, 
Howard University Student Associa-
tion elections chairperson, a new elec-
tion will be held March 18 under the 
stewardship of the General Assembly 
Elections Committee. 
K~thy Scott, Liberal Arts elections 
chairperson, had previoUsly declared 
the elections invalid Wednesday night. 
o.n grounds that .disqualified candidates 
were on the ballot, two presidential 
candidates bad conceded and candi-
dates for class officers were omitted 
from the ballot. 
Washington said, ''There were 
numerous irregularities in the proce-
ures of the liberal arts elections. It was 
a unanimous decision [to invalidate the 
lection] . '' 
At about 11 :00 a.m. yesterday , 
HUSA President Christopher Cathcart , 
HUSA Vice President Manoni Jenkins, 
HUSA Policy Board Chaill>crson Be-
erly Watson Liberal Arts Vice· 
resident Sonya Preston, Scott and 
ashington convened to discuss the 
ontroversy surrounding the elections. 
t the center of the controversy was the 
isquaJifi<;ation of the slate of Gary Sut-
on, Gregg Thornton, Gia Bosley and 
onya Gilmore. 
On ~nday night, the Liberal Arts 
Elections CQ!!!mittee disqualified. the 
Sutton slate on charges that supporters 
of their ticket tore down the op-
position's cadipaign literature. The 
slate was also !charged with failing to 
· properly rcg;stcr their campaign 
brochures with the 10ffice of Student 
Activities. · 
HOWAR,D UNIVERSITY 
LIBERAi!. ARTS 
STUDENT 'COUNCIL 
1f'511986 
GARY SUTTON GREGG THORNTON 
J'H£SIOEHT ~ - VICE.f'FtE,SIDPiT 
SONYA GILMORE GIA BOSLEY 
EKECU'!tl/E SfCAETTV 1, EXECUTIVE TA~AS~RER 
-Sutton llate's campaign brochure ... at 
the cm.ter of controversy. 
''The Elections Committee voted 9-1 
for disqualificaiion on grounds of un-
registered elebtion materials and de-
struction of th~ other candidates' mate· 
rials," Scott i confinned Wednesday 
evening. ~ 
However, Jeffrey~ Butler, campaign 
chairperson fJ r the Sutton ticket, said 
that members of his staff never de· 
stroyed the opJ,oncfits' campaign mate· 
rials . ''No one present today evir de-
stroyed ~yonl::·s campaign literature,'' 
he said, s''-norhave I authorized.anyone 
to do so,'' Butler continued. 
However, Scott said that she asked 
See LIBERAJ!. ARTS page 9 
I 
Star .Bisonette 
controls cdurt 
. 
By ~arcia M. Foster 
11111..,. s..rr RrflOfttf 
It is every athle1e's aspiration and 
goal to excel in his sport . This often 
comes when tha1 certain athlete 
possesses the qualities of self-con.trot, 
discipline and trained mind. All of 
these attributes best describe Robin 
Duncan, who was an integral pan of 
the Bisonettes, for the 1984-85 season. 
Duncan, a senior from Harrisburg, 
Pa., was the player to watch this 
season coming in as an All-American 
candidate, and was considered 
especially strong in the middle and the 
boards. An eight-year veteran of 
basketball, Duncan served as the 
team's captain. 
•' It was a great honor being chosen 
as the captain of the· team this year 
and I tried to do everything in my 
power to be the role model that was 
expected of me, for my teammates 
and my coaches,'' said Duncan. 
Even though the Bisonettes ex-
perienced a disappointing season last 
year (7-19 overall and 3-7 in the Mid 
Eastern Athletic Conference), Dun· 
can was the teams's leading scorer in 
ten games during the season, and was 
impressively the leading rebounder in 
a total . of 21 games, finishing the 
83-84 season with a 16. 7 scoring 
average . . Duncan, this year, has 
become the all-time leading rebounder 
in Bisonette history with an im-
pressive record of 842 rebounds. 
Often, before the season starts for 
any athlete, certain goals are set to be 
. ) 
' 
• 
obtained or even surpassed. On a per-
sonal level l Duncan wanted to 
establish mor
1
e records at the Universi-
ty, and she 'd.id just that, with a total 
of 23 this season. Other goals ac· 
complishcd were to improve the 
recoid from the previOus season and 
to compet~in the NCAA Women's 
' Tournament, which the Bisonettes ex-
perienced during the 1982 season. 
As captain and as a team player, 
Duncan contributed stability and sup-
pon to the Bisonettes. Though con-
sidered by many as an excellent 
overall player, she openly discussed 
area.$ she feels needed improvement. 
''My major weakness as a player is: 
my dribbling skills and I have worked 
hard to improve on it, because 1 think 
it is a very critical and important 
aspect of my posi~ "5. f.brward. 
The thins.• that ·I ~Ider on aaaet 
to my gune is my robovncling ability, 
the fact that I liked to be challenged 
on the court, and my mobility, whiCh 
allows me to move all over the 
court,'' sctid Duncan. 
This year she ended the reaular 
season with a total of l ,OS7 points 
and was presented with the game ball, 
which she earned for scoring her 
l ,OOOth point against O.eney State 
Univenicy. The ball was presented to 
DunClUI J.ft~r her IO point perfor-
. mancc against Maryland Eastern · 
Shore last w.ekend. 
In addition to playina one of its 
S.., DUNCAN l"'I" 9 
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Profile: 
By Yvonne Brooks 
HWiop Siatr lleponer 
The importa~ce of grades as a pre-
requisite for acceptance into law 
school was discuss~d in a forum held 
last Wednesday by the Charles Hous-
ton Pre-law Society. 
Th'e guest speakers were Very! 
Miles, associate professor of law at 
George Mason University, Madelyn 
C. Squire, associate professor of law 
at Howard University and Charles 
Donegan, former professor of law at 
Howard .. Miles and Squire also serve 
on the admissions committee of their 
res·pective schools. 
''W·hat is a good major for pre-
parations for law school?." ''Should 
students take prep courses for the Law 
School Admissions Test (LSAT)?'' 
and\ ''What is the best preparation for 
law school?'' were some of the ques-
tions posed by stud_ents at the forum . 
''No undergraduate major is un-
acceptable to law schools,'· said 
' ' I , 
Squire, '' However; some major~. re-
quire courses that wollld better pre-
pare you for law school. I strongly 
stress a liberal ans educaticin..because 
it broadens you.·· Miles encouraged 
students to take ·logic and writing 
courses that deal with critical an-
• • IS I 
alyses and problem solving.1 
In a separate interview, Sharon 
Banks , a lecturer in the political sci-
ence departnlent and pre-law advisor, 
also offered advice for prospective 
law students .. ·· 1 suggest courses for 
prospective law students that give a 
background in law and also satisfy the 
students' divisional requirements 
within his particular school. '· Banks 
said . 
·'Choose a major or minor that you 
have an interest in and one that you 
have an innate ability to do well in.·· 
• 
and '' Learn everything you can, " 
Banks said. 
Samuel Paschall, founder of the 
Pre-law Society and professor in the 
· School of Business. strongly sug-
gested that students take preparation 
courses fqr the LSAT. Squire agreed . 
''The good thing about 1he prep 
courses is that they give you an idea of 
what you will be faced with on the 
LSAT," said Squire . 
According to Squire. the major fac-
tors detem1ining acceptance into law 
school are the LSAT scores and grade 
point average (GPA) . Other factors 
inc lude recommendations, essays 
and autobiographica l sketches. she 
said . 
··we look to find where you earned 
OU? 
the highest grades, why you want to acceptance will be no less, " said 
attend law school and your writing Eddie _Brown, a senior majoring in 
abilities,'' said .Squire. J>"litical science. 
According to Banks, it is important According to Mark Booker, vice 
to have an und~rstandi~g of_ gove~· \ president of the Law Society, the pur-
m~nt , and a maJor or minor 1n pol1t1· pose of the society is to develop a 
cal.science would provide the neces- means for the student body lo have 
sary co.Urses . . access to the legal environment . The 
Squire said the best preparation for Society provides infonnation about 
· 1aw school is to get into the habit of LSAT, the latest legal issues, getting 
being a well -disciplined student by into law school and financial assist-
studying. taking subjects that are ance. ~ 
challenging, striving . for ex.cellent . ''The Society has contacts with 
grades. and setting career goals . professors .and administrators in law 
''Do not be satisfied with just' 'gCt- schools, the Justice Department and 
tin& over." Squire said, because '' it the National Conference of Black 
will catch up with you in law school or Lawyers,'' said Booker. 
in the professional world .'' There are 35 members and thesoci-
Donegan said, '' When choosing ety is open to anyone iAterested in the 
between law schools after accept- legal field . 
ance, you must consider your goals · '' I have received detailed infonna-
and financial situation ." tion about the law schooj application 
' 'Get into the best school you process and made contacts with pro· 
can,'' said Donegan. ''and no matter fessors of law and practicing attor-
what institution you attend, be at the neys, " said Charles Pugh , a junior · 
top of your class.·· majoring in political science and a 
According to Jacquelin Cason, a member of the society. · 
Spanish major from Chicago, ''This According to member Yvonne 
forum was very infonnative, and has.. Lee, a senior broadcast management 
set me on my way to law school." major, the society y.iill be holding a 
'' I plan- to attend law school one conference in April . The theme will 
year after I graduate , .and it was reaf- be ''Outlook for Legal Careers in the 
firmed to me that my chances of Eighties and Beyond.·· 
• 
• 
' By Ted Cook Jr. 
and Robert \\.'arren 
Sprcill 1u 1..- lillhop 
Ther field of law provides students 
with a. diversified number o( career . 
oppo~turiities ~rµl ~ law school 
,graduate may Pl:ffSue c1nployment 
with the cor ~~. governm~nt or 
private sectors. _ 
To practice law in a pa?icular 
jurisdiction, la students must pass 
a state t;iar examination. Upon suc-
cessful completion of the exam, the 
new attorney is given an oath and is 
. then eligible to practice law in thar 
particular jurisdiction. A licensed at-
torney may choose to practice any 
' . 
type of law tha1 he wishes . analogous. Just as an engineer or an 
La\v school graduates are 1rained to architect has to have the roresight and 
be Specialis1s in 1he field of law. the bread[h of thought to build wi1h . 
Howe~er, coupled with !his legal our society's ever-changing physical 
traini1l'g is the concept of social needs, so it is wi1h .,law and society's 
engineering. In the three years tha1 it constantly changing social needs. 
take:s 1he average student to cornple4: . The most basic aspect of law school 
law school, he or she will be exposed training is being pre":senled with a prO-
' to legal doctri11es that relate to 1he blem in need of a solution . This may 
busi11ess , medicine, tax, accounting, come in the rorm of a tex1book case 
rea l es tale. inlernalional arfairs: ·or an examination. As elemen!ary as 
insurance and other fields. With every this process may sOund (or as mun- . 
new developmenl in sc i~nce. dane as it may become over a three-
med.icine, or business, tl1e la\v is com- ye·ar period), the problem-solving pro-
pelled to expand. cess looms large when one looks at t.he 
Ar the law-school, " 'e perceive the true-10-lire fact pa'tterns facing the 
respon sibilities ol' lawyers and lawyer as advocates--especially as, 
engine-ers in our society as somewhat Black advocates. 
• 
Undergraduates who are interest-
ed· in pursuing legal careers should 
realiz.e that lhe study of law can be a 
very enjoyable experience. There will 
always be pessimistic people piercing 
s1udents' ears with phrases like ''there 
are too many lawyers," but co a Blad: 
attorney, such phrases are ludicrous. 
Currentfy, there are not enough Black 
att,orneys to represent the Black 
clientele needing legal services. 
What ·about the money? The big-
gest salaries are in large corporate 
contracts and the large, prestigious 
firms; however, the most successful 
Black attorneys establish their own 
.clientele ani:t erect their own Jaw of-
fices. 
um mer 0 Legal Assistanls Needed For Pennanents Only. May '85 , Liberal Ans Gradu-
ates, who are interested in la'Y as a caieer. Persons 
must have strong academic achievements . . Minimum 
3.0, sound skills in research and writing. MUst be able 
to make a two-year commitment. More infonnation in 
Career Office, send resume immediately to: 
The following summer job opportunities are now available . 
For more infonnation concerning summer employ-
ment, pleasC contact Career Planning & Placen1ent, 
2nd Floor or _the Student Resource , Center, 61h & 
Bryant sts .• IN.W. . · 
. 1 ~Delta Airlines Monday. March 11 , 1985 
10 a.m. - 3 p.m. 
-
I 
• 
John Beisiler 
, 
Omelveny & Myers 
1800 M Strcet, N.W. 
Washington, DC 20036-5857 
"' 
. . 
' 
J • 
' 
nel 
• 
Minta 14 
• 
Blackbum Center Lower Lobby 
.. Sophomores & Juniors on'ly , 
· all majors FREE PUBLICATIONS AVAILABLE 
- Upjohn Company 
Contact Career Planning by March 13 , 1985, Juniors, 
Phannacy, Pharmacology, Chemistry, Microbiology . 
Interested in Production. 
• The Black Collegian 
• Busin~ Today 
• College Placement Annual 
• Engineering Horizons 
• 
• 
• 
· • Business Week's Guide to Careers • The Honda How to Get a Job Guide 
-
Atlantic City Hilto
1
n 
, 
' 
lbeatre majors, with some expejence Actigg, Light· 
ing, Sound, Carpentry. · 
Apply immediately for summer to: 
William Pershouse 
Employment Supervisor 
Atlantic City Hilton 
P.O. Box 746 
Brigantine, New Jersey 08203 
Metropolilan Transportalion Commission 
Seeking persons in Arch.itecture," Public Policy, Civil 
Engineering, Public Administration, Political Science, .., 
Urban Planning, Computer Science, Library Science, 
'Business, Ecqnomics, Social Science . 
. _•Juniors & Senif~ or Graduate students. Location, 
, West Coast. , J . 
Salary • $7 per hour 
T.o apply: Contact Career .Office for application. 
• 
'Mbryland Puhlic Television 
Students with interest in Public Broadcasting. 'Seeking 
• Art M&jors, Programming and Engineering. Send re-
sumes to: Cynthia ·Fletchef 
Personnel Director 
Maryland Public Broadcasting 
Owings Mills, Maryland 21117 
Deadline - April I, 1985 
Come by the Career Planniq & Placement Office and pick up your copy today, 
' 
Today, we a.re developing optiCal systems to create a perfect image of the stars. Tomorrow, we will ca~ 
ture a flawless image with the real time optical wavefront.compensation system. The Itek Compensated • 
Imaging System (CIS) is able to correct images either degraded or distorted by atmospheric turbulence. · 
This unique system will dramatically enhance the quality of images acquired through ground·based tel-
escopes or more simply, will ''take the twinkle'' out of the stars. 
' I ; 
Now is the time for you to explore the technical challenges at Itek. We'll give you the opportunity of cre-
ating a more perfect image. If you are a candidate for or have already t'!!Ceived a BS, MS or PhD in Elec· 
trical Engineering, Image Science, Optics, Physics, Mathematics or C~ter Science, then sendaJe-
sume co Samuel A. Toothaker, Litton Itek Optical Systems, 10 Maguire Ro.ad, Lexington, MA 02173. 
Equal Opportunity Employer. U.S. Citizenship Required. 
' 
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' Urban Planning Interns 
. 
' , I
l Graduate student enrolled in two-year prOgram. Contact Career Office immediately . , 
. ' 
Location: Winston-Salem, NC 
Pay: $6. 75 per hour 
" Deadline: March 25, 1985 r--~~~~~=::::,=:::::::...:::.?...:;=-~-'-~~~~~~---l-'-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~'""-~~~~--' i -
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lack·, 
• 
threatened by armers ·cultural bill 
' 
'~''I ,j By Michele 1Stewart Hilhop s..ff ll"!)OIW< 
·r lack farmers and landowners 
are; osing their land at an aggregate 
"!t~ of 500,CXXl acres a year due . to 
dlsi rimination from conventional 
le~ ,ing institutions and in the market-pll1 , " according to National Land 
As 'stance Fund Director Edward 
Pi I ick. 
' Tj erefore, he argued , it is 
The Reagan : administration has 
proposed a bill to CongreSs that is of 
great concern to this . nation ' s 
farmers- particularly the small 
Black fann owner. 
Secretary of Agriculture ·John R . 
Block introduced to the Senate a five-
year agriculturiil policy that lists a 
host of federal budget cuts in agri -
cultural fann support programs, cuts 
that could mean the slow death of 
Black-owned property and farmland . 
Pinnick said that if Blacks continue 
to lose their land at such a rapid pace, 
not only ~ill the black landowner dis-
appear. but the Black farmer will be-
pa )'for lobbying farmers on Capitol 
Hi \· ,Black fannery and lan~owners 
havF all along faced the phght that 
the~ are now addreJsing." 
Divestment b ill 
11 • '-- ' 
awaits passage 
• 
By· Ghana 0. Wilson ·. comeanies making loans 10 or doinj? 
j ~ H1u1op su~ Rcp>ner business with South Africa. 
1 
• lra Stohlman. assistan! budge! Dire.c-
q.. . Councilman ,John Ray has in- tor for the City Council, said, lhe Dis-
troduced a bill to prohibit the District of trict has the strongest and the most cOm-
CofJfnbia from entering in~ any con- perhensive divestment legislation of 
tra4ts with companies that have in- any state or local governmenl (and) the 
ve 
1 
ents in South Africa. District wasn ' t the first 10 enact divest-
1 South Africa and Nan:\ibia Con- ment legislation, but D.C. has the mos1 
i tra 
1 
'ng Demerit Act of 1985, is de- ,operational divestment laws. ·· 
sig ··To provide, the awarding of · Margaret Gentry, special assiS1ant to 
thei·Pistrict of Columbia government Ray, said. ''the purpose of this pieCe of 
co1iracts, for the assignment of de- legislation is to show that taxpayers do 
meMts to companies doing business in not want theiT money used 10 support 
or with the Republic of South Africa or apartheid.·· 
Namibia. ~ Gentry also said that the bill would 
'J11is would ~an that an~Uc~mpany have not effect by itself. but that it is 
or agency that bids for a D1~tnct con- among a growing move to take action 
tract would be required to. submit a against apartheid. 
swlj>tn. affada~it stating that it , not any _ ·'This contract divestment lcgisla-
Qf ils subsidiaries, does not have any tioh affects billions of dollars and thal 
de~ngs with the South African Gov- 'will have an affect on the South African 
ernft*erit. government,·· she added. 
Ray proposed a similar bill in 'Sep- The first divestment bill introduced 
tem~r of 1983, which subsequently I by Ray in 1983 . was approved un-
bccdme a D.C. law . This bill prohibits a~imously by members of 1he City 
the ib, istrict from investing any public See DIVESTMENT page 10 
funds in financial institutions and 
Newsbriefs 
di . ' 
Mf'INTGOMERY-March 3 
~e Voter Education Project and 
"!:1e Southern Christian Leadership 
O!'n,ference (SCLC) organized a com-
~orative march through Alabama 
fr<:>rp Selma ~to Montgomery. 
jljtle 1965 marcti, which led to the 
~s;,~e of the Voting Rights Act of 
19f;~. will ''recreate the march to 
cmember the past and remember r the right tO VQte Was not given tO 
( We had to fight for it, 1' said Qin· 
opl8rad~rod, communications direc-
or ror the SCLC. · 
~ccordirig to Bradford, ''We are 
nQt marching for marching's sake, 
but because there is still a need for 
' ' voung rights enforcement. 
Last Thursday, .' the marchers 
assCmbled at the Montgomery State 
Capitol for a rally .. The march spann-
ed 50 miles and concluded Wednes-
day at S:OO p.rn. Operation PUSH, 
the Urban League, The Rainbow 
CoaITiion, the NAACP,· were among 
the organizations , which took part in 
March. , 
NO! 
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BERUIT - March 4 
' ' An explosion ripped through a 
Shiite Moslem Community Center in 
Lebanon, killing 12 people and injur-
ing 40. Shiite leaders have charged 
that Israeli forces are responsible for 
the explosion, but the Israeli army has 
denied these charges. 
The bomb explosion came just one 
day after the Israeli cabinet approved 
the second of a three-stage withdraw! 
of Israeli forces from Lebanon. 
SANTIAGO, Chile - March 4 
The death toll in the eanhquake 
has reached 130,. leaving nearly ZXXJ 
'wounded. The quake which struck 
shortly before 8:00 p.m. on Tuesday 
left thousands homeless and forced 
the government to impose a curfew to 
co1:1nter looting an~ othe~ disorders . . 
JOHANNESBURG - March 3 
The South African government has 
aqandoned plans to uproot the ~lack 
squatter settlement of Crossroads due 
to the violence· sparked by Blacks op-
pose ·to this relocation. 
Eigh1een people were killed and 234 
were injured in the riots. The Govern~ 
See NEWS BRIEFS page 10 
011: 
Most Holy Trinity'ace 
Catholic Brothers and 
priests who live and 
pray together so they can 
raise a family out of 
society's abandoned peoples, 
its spiritual derelicts. 
We are committed also to 
enabling uy Apostles. 
If you are Catholic and are not 
afraid to question a life different 
from the rest, then take the ini-
tiative and write to: It is a clear personal choice 
m~de only in ' r.esponse to a 
; gospel call (Mt. 19/12) 
Falha Cllf, S.T. 
Trinity MWkim. Voca1ion Dlrcc1or 
P.O. Box 7130 
Sliver Spring, MD 20907 
• 
come practically nonex.ist~nt. 
Presently 57 .000 Blacks own 
fanns in the United States according 
to a report entitled. ''The Decline of 
Black Fanning in America'' (Febru-
ary 1982), but Pinnick noted that that 
number is decreasing very rapidly . 
In the same report. the U .S. Com-
mission on Civil Rights found that the 
Farmers Home Administration has 
not given adeq~ate emphasi.s or prior-
ity to the crisis facing Black farmers 
today . 
The report stated that in 1981, 
Blacks received only 2 .5 percent of 
the total dollar amount loaned 
through the Farmer's Home Ad-
minstration farm credit programs. 
Robert Brown, founder of the 
National Land Assistance Fund, re~ 
marked that ''since the time of the 
Roosevelt administration, the federal 
government has been sub~idizing 
farmers, or having various programs 
to help farmers. This Reagan ad-
ministration is wrong for attempting 
to cut thes~ programs." 
He said that although there are 
some faults with the agriculture relief 
program, it is still needed ~cause the 
fanning business is unpredictable . 
''The programs don't work very well. 
.--~~~~~~~ 
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' 
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By Stacey Brown· The Hilltop 
Protesters·.oppose 
' 
rent control act 
By Natalie Bell 
""""'""""-" More than 200 protesters demon-
strated outside the District Building 
Saturday afternoon in suppon of con-
tinuing rent control in the city. an issue 
the D.C. City Council is hotly debat-
ing. 
At the same time inside 1He building, 
a second day of he.arings was taking 
place before members of the council.-
addressing two proposals that would re-
place the current rent control law which 
ex'pires April 30. 
One of the propOsals. ,introduced by 
Councilman John Ray. would lift con-
trols on housing units as they become 
vacant, a system known as vacancy de-
control . Under· this bill, rent control 
would gradually wither away. Two 
councilmembers expressed support for 
Ray's bill. but it has raised controversy 
among tenants who believe it would be 
the first step toward ending all rent con-
trols. 
The other proposal, ·introduced by 
council chainnan David Clarke, would 
extend the current system of rent con-
trols. Six councilmembers support 
Clarke's !:till, but neither bill has gained 
the support of a majority on the 13-
r member council . Clarke and· three of 
his supporters addressed the de-
monstrators Saturday. 
Clarke emphasized to demonstrators 
the need for the council to come togeth-
er on one rent control law. 
Councilman Frank Smith told the 
crowd, ''I believe in rent control be-
cause I believe housing ought to be 
affordable for everyone.'' The Ward l 
councilman encouraged the de-
monstrators to k~p up the pressure to 
see that rent control stays in place. · 
Other councilmembers present ·were 
Wilhemina Rolark and Hilda Mason. 
So far, Ray's vacancy decontrol bill 
is supported only by councilmember 
H.R. Crawford. Clarke"s rent control 
extension bill . is supported by 
councilmembers Mason, John Smith. 
Polly Shackleton, Rolark and Sn1ith. 
Five councilmembers remained un-
committed as of Saturday. 
Mayor Marion Barry ani;iounced his 
support for the continuation of rent con-
trol on Tuesday, adding lhat he believes 
the proposal for vacancy decontrol is 
premature . .._ 
Wearing bright yellow buttons 
labeled ''Strengthen Rent Control,·· 
representatives from several tenant 
groups addressed the rally citing rent 
control as a must in order to continue 
Ii ving in the District . 
Calvin Rolark, editor and publisher 
of the Washington Informer. led the 
crowd in shouting, ''No way with John 
Ray!'' adding, ··we have to realize we 
have the power in this community to see 
to it that there is affordable housing.'' 
Southern Columbia Heights Tenanl 
Union President William Boone said,· 
''Those councilmembers who have not 
commined themselves publicly need to 
be challenged to come forward either 
for it or against continuing rent con-
trol . '' 
A spokesman for Catholics for 
Affordable Housing , Father John 
O'Conner, made an appeal for the ci-
ty's homeless. ''We are called to have a 
deep concern for the least among us, the 
homeless, the most vulnerable-citizen 
of our city . '' The target, O'Conner 
said, is not the landlords, who support 
vacancy decontrol, but it is a question 
of the need for decent affordable hous-
ing for all citizens. 
Landlords and real estate industries 
support the vacancy decontrol bill be-
cause they say the prese;it rent control 
system does not allow enough money . 
for maintenance, and for keeping their 
buildings in good condition. 
because the whole agriculture area is 
probably the most complex area in 
economics . On one hand you're try-
ing to make sure that there is plenty of 
food. not only for our nation but to 
feed other countries. On the other 
hand, you don't want too big a surplus 
because, according to the law of sup-
ply and demand, as the supply in-
creases the demand decreases, and so 
does the price." 
If small farmers are denied federal 
farm relief, they are likely to be 
bought out by the large farmers, and 
in many cases the large farme.r is be-
ing bought out by large corporations . 
''However, this process ' is very 
slow," added Brown. 
The farm credit relief bill favored 
by farmers who opposJ= the 
agricultural policy bill, was vdoed by 
President Reagan Wednesday. . 
The farm bill would havC made· it 
easier for debt-ridden farmers to get . 
_cr~it in ~i_ro~ _for spring '85 _planting. · 
Jn it is an additional SI .85 billion ill 
fed~ farm-loan iuanntecs desigoed 
to help farmers obtain loaiis to con-
tinuC to operate the farms and to 
restore debt payments. 
See FARM -7 
Trinidad faces 
budget pinch 
By Cannel Bullard 
1Tho $8 billion budget for 1985 
presented to ,the twin island nation of 
Trinidad and Tobago by Prime 
Minister and Minister of Finance 
George Chambers aims at getting 
citizens to recognize and live within 
their budget limitations. 
But the fun-loving, ,carefree people 
of this nation are finding the budget a 
bitter pill to swall.ow. Instead of jet.: 
ting it to Barbados and Miami for 
weekends of sea bathing and shopp-
ing sprees, they are now forced to be 
content with Maracas Bay and the 
shopping centers of Port-9f-Spain. 
''Things are really getting out of 
hand in Trinidad, with the 1985 
budget sending up every living thing 
out of the poor man's reach. Even 
Dusiness people are bawling with a 
new import duty of 12 percent'' com-
plained a national resident. ''They say 
that it's a recession, but I have my 
own reason why the country is in the 
mess it's in today," he added. 
The government expects to raise 
close to $1 .2 billion in new taxes, 
levies, charges and duties in 1985. At 
th'e same time, several cost-cutting 
measures will be implemented. 
Anticipated sources of revenue in-
clude $685 million in foreign loans, 
personal income taxes in the' vicinity 
of 53 billion dollars.and further 
$1 bill1on 1n other taxes: 
According to a report in the 
Trinidad Express, one of the nation's 
dailies, Chambers said the continued 
focl:s of the government is on cutting 
spendin'g because of the state of the 
economy. For the second year in a 
row•, real output and income in 
Trinidad and Tobago have declined. 
For the first time in several yeas, the 
budget presented is less than l he 
previous year. 
Some items falling directly in the 
pathway ·of the cost-cutting hatchet 
include ''reducing the overtime vote 
for public servants by $40 million, 
abandoning subsidies on live stOckand 
poultry feed to save S12.4 millioh, in-
creasing the price of sugar to cut $40 
million off support payments to . 
Caroni, slashing SI 14.S million from 
the vote for transfers and $51.4 
million from g~ and services and 
minor equipment purchases," the 
Trinidad paper said. In a move to 
collect an additional 5300 million in 
personal taxes, the government is now 
requiring anyone applying for 
anything from any government office 
to supply his.· Inland Revenue file 
number. The effect of such a me;uure 
in . a country like Trinidad is in-
estimable. 
Although direct taJ!lltion was not 
addressed, Chambers emphasized 
~e. goal was to "bring the self-
employed and all income earned from 
activity other than paid employment 
more ·fully within the income tax 
net.•• 
Bearing more - direct meaning for 
Trinidad and Tabago citizens living in 
this country is t~~ increase in passport 
fees. The price increase ranges from 
$21 for the renewal of a passport to 
$63 for the replacement of a lost or 
mutilated one. Fees arc quoted in 
U.S. currency. 
The government has also applied a 
10 percent tax on foreign exchange 
boug!:lt for vacation and bwiness 
travel and emigration purposes, a 
move which may affect students from 
Trinidad and Tobago. 
Trinidadiafls are now expericing the 
critical aftermath of the oil boom. 
They were warned about it years ago. 
See TRINIDAD - 7 
Congressional • minutes 
' 
Senator Lowell Weicker Jr. •(R. 
Conn.) Yeslerda)r JO_i.rled with Sen-
ate and House colleagues 1n 10UOOU:Cing 
the Anti-Apartheid Act of 1985, a pack-
age of immediate economic Sanctions 
against the South African government. 
The legislation is designed to enCollr- · 
age the Pretoria government to improve . 
·the quality of life for that nati.on 's 
Blacks and move away from its system 
of legal racial discrimination-
apartheid. 
· ''The time has come for the United 
States, by our actions, to get on the side 
of freedom for South Africa's dis-
enfranchised majority,", stated Sen. 
Weicker, who, on Jan. 14,, became the 
only U.S. senator to be arrested outside 
the South African Embassy in Wash-
ington in connection with the ongoing 
protests against apartheid. 
• 
,. 
"A proCess begins today whereby 
the United States makes clear to the 
govemmeot of South Africa that an 
amicable relationship with w depends 
on swift and significant rcfonn ... 
And the proof of our sincerity and our 
resolve is that we are willing to pay a 
price ,for the protection of universal 
ideal of justic and human dignity. To be 
ari American is to do no less,'' be con-
tinued. 
The Anti-Aj>artheidAct would m•ke 
clearly illegal two types of economic 
dealings with the govemnient of South 
Africa. FU"St, no new Nnk loans would~ 
be made to the government or to a 
corporation or organization owned or 
controlled by the government, unless 
the loan involved educational, housing 
or health facilities that are available to 
South Africans regardless of """'' In 
- . . . 
See APARTIIEID J 11 10 
The Prince Georges 
Family Medicine Group 
of Howard .Universi-ty 
I 
J Special· 
Introductory 
Offer 
• Prince Georges Plaza Shopping Center 
Office Hours 
M-F 7:00 am - 9:00 pm 
Sat 10:00 am - 6:00 pm 
559-0600 
3500 East-West Highway 
Hyattsville, Maryland 
•• 
-
Loc11ted 
Between Silk & Satin 
and H & R Block 
0 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
· Initial Visit 
,· . $19.50 
lab work· not include 
I "-~~~~~~~~~ 
I 
I 
• 
offer expires 3/31/85 
__,_ __ _, 
• 
·, 
' 
-
• 
• 
• 
I 
• 
• 
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Student-operated 
. By Claudette Williams 
HilllOp Slaff IU=poAe"r -
' . 
.
1 
Many thought it would never. get 
ff the ground . While some have been 
onvinced, others remain skeptical . 
evertheless. its call letters are more 
IWideJy. recognized than ever before . , WHBC gives many of the students 
I n the School of Communications the 
I ppportunity to gain valuable experi-
ence in their experience working with 
1radio station majors . Lynn Biven, a 
r reshman in. the School of Com-
'munications, s·aid that she had no 
1 I 
fonnCr experience working with a 
station, but that WHBC gave her the 
oppo_rtunity to get the expcrienc~shc 
will need in the future . - "' 
WHBC broadcasts daily from 9:00 
a .m. to midnight . . Its progfamming 
mainly consis!s of music, ne~s. C8:fll-
pus information, metropolitan 1n-
fonnation and is broadca~-Pirectly to 
all campus and off-campus dopnitor-
• teS . 
According to Kathy Craft, a sopho-
more and news anchor for WHBC , 
'there needs to be a stronge_r frequency 
raves· calll 
because the dorms do not pick up the 
station well. David Grain, music di-
rector for WHBC, said the quality of 
reception depends on where one is 
located on campus. 
Grain's job consists of playing cer-
tain kinds of music where he refers to 
different markCts that show what rcc-
' ords are popular in other countries. 
Grain also receives input from people 
working directly with the station. ''I 
.took hie job because I lov_e music, and 
felt I could do a better job than what's 
bccri dCHlc in the past," he said. 
''I want people to know we're 
here," said Kathy Henderson, better. 
known as the ''Cat LactY'' and one of 
the disc jockeys for WHBC. ··We 
don't get much publicity, but I want 
this station fo be a number-one 
choice,'' she said. The publication 
staff is very dedicated, but they need 
to work on getting us better known to 
the students . on campus, Henderson 
added. 
C<?nceminjl: .promotional changes, 
WHBC news director Ernest Champ-
bcll said he; hopes the changes will get 
• 
. . ' 
This handy 
Clear ~yes 
Campus 
·Carry-All A 
is 
FREE! 
. . 
' 
• 
us airwaves , 
students to tune in the station. ''We 
need more respect from the School of 
Communications in regards to taking 
. the station seriously." he said. 
Champell said he wants the faculty 
in the School of Communications to 
monitor, support and help the station 
financially . ·'I learTied a lot from 
working at the WHBC station as op-
posed to sitting in a classroom,'' 
Champell said. 
WHBC .is a very important station 
.for students in the field of broadcast-
ing , said Champell. '"This is one of 
thC biggest reasons why this station 
• 
should be greatly supported by the · 
School Of Communications.'' 
When asked of the comparison to 
WHUR, Champell replied, "WHUR 
should use students in the School of 
Communications better than they do. 
I feel students should be moved up a 
little faster in promotion at WHUR . '· 
According to Champell, WHBC 
could move WHUR up in their ratings 
if they would work together. The ad-
vertisement pack.ages at WHBC 
reportedly have the piqst reasonable 
rates for Washington-area radio sta-
tions . 
' 
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SophomorC Becky Joseph is one of m&}ly students wbo can be "lieard on the airwaves of W~ radio. 
Just buy tW<J (2) of 
any size Clear eyes 
eye drops and carry 
your books, note 
pads, pencils . 
sneakers. sweatshirt 
and shorts in a 
FREE Campus 
Carry-All. Or buy 
one (1) Clear eyes 
(any size) and carry 
off this great bag for 
only $2.99 (plus 50¢ 
postage and han-
dling) . Be sure to 
carry along Clear 
eyes to keep your 
eyes clear, white and 
looking great . 
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:South Mrica plauded Howard 's action of divest-
ment ·in 1978 , but some students feel I 
I from page l that Howard must do more to express I to a Unive~ity news release . opposition to apartheid . 
The news release stated that ''Ho- Lisa Lewis, a junior majoring in 
ward Univery;ity has one of tbe long- public relations and the reigning Miss 
est histories of strug-gle of any higher Howard. silid that Howafd has ties 
with S~uth Africa and should dis-educational institution in the country . 
' 
1 
We are here to keep that. tradition engage those connections. ''Having 
alive.' ' speakers go to each classroom and 
Randall Robinson, executive di- take 15 or 20 minutes to talk to stu-
1 reCtor of TransAfrica and national dents , answer questions , and educate 
I coordinator of the Free South Africa them more might help draw students Movement, applauded Howard's out to the embassy," Lewis said. 
support and announced the upcoming According to an ·article in The 
introduction of legi~lation in Con- Washington Post . Monday suppor-
gress the week of March 4 . ters of the apartheid protests labeled 
' 'In both houses of Congress , ~ith most of the recent reforms in South 
bipartisan support, legislation will be Africa ''cosmetic. '' Recent changes 
introduced that will impose sanctions in the South African Constitution 
on South Africa . This continued de- have granted limited political power 
monstration of support heightens the to Coloreds and Indians, but not to ~ 
probability of passage of the much Blacks . As a result, the changes have 
needed legislation, " Robinson said. ~n criticize.d as an attempt.to break 
A ccording to ·Robinson, de- up the nation's Black majority . 
I monstrations ·are now being held in 23 Emory Calhoun, a sophomore 
majoring in political science and a cities and over 1850 people have been 
arrested-1300 in· Washington alone at HUSA presidential candidate, · said 
the South African Embassy. that mos.t· Howard students do .not see 
As a result of last Thursday's pro- -~ a need to take an active role in protest-
tests , 14 people, called ''messeng- tng . • 
en;," were arrested, including Ho- "I tl)ink that it is a fallacy and 
·' ridiculous that Howard students, be-
I ward reprcsentativ.es, students, and memben; of the United Methodi.st ing as apathetic as we are, don ' t take . the time to come down to the embaSsy I 
I 
I 
I 1 
I 11 
I 
I 
I 
' 
Church. 
Mafilyn King, a sophomore major- and show their support by some other 
ing in broadcast journalism, volun- means," Calhoun said. 
teered to become a-' 'messenger'' and Calhoun continued that "the only 
be arrested to show her seriousness way that my brothers and sisters Can 
regarding the issue of apartheid. . be liberated in South Africa is through 
· ·I decided to be a ·messenger be- anned struggle .'' 
cause I think as a student it says a little Bryndis Tobin, a sophomore 
bii more than just any other adult off · majoring in English, said that there 
the street. I think that if enough stu- are a number of things Howard stu- . 
.dents show that they are really serious dents can do to express opposition to 
about this, it shows some type of hope apartheid . ''Write letters toiyour con-
for our future," King said . gre.ssm~n ~ski~g them tC? support 
King said she thinks many stude.nts l~g1slat1on now 1n Con~ress ·~d try to . 
feel a need to take an active role in the ~ educate other people~ he said. 
' Free South Africa Movement, but she Tobin said he plans to organize a 
is not sure how many students c are day for Howard whe\C there will be 
willing to malc.e a sacrifice. ''lfCvery- transportation to the South . African 
body at Howard would just educa.te Embassy in the future . ''We intend to 
one other person, that would help tre- have films shown, teach-ins, arid 
mendously . Knowledge,is the ke)'," available phone numbers for people 
that have questions," he said . King added. 
The Universtiy's news release ap-
HUSA lrqn-off elections 
' ~II be . held Monday, 
March 18. 
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Round trip. Anywhere Greyhound.goes. , 
This spring break, if you and your friends are 
thinking mt heading to the slopes, the beach or 
just home for a visit, Greyhound can take you there. 
For only $99 or less, round trip. 
justshowusyourcollegestudent l.D. card 
when you purchase your Greyhound ticket. 
Your ticket will then be good for travel for 15 , 
. . 
days from the date of purchase. · · 
So this springbreak,getarealbreak Go any-
where Greyhound goes for $99 or less. 
For more infonnation, call Greyhound. 
M.ist presenl a wUd rolege student l.D. '3d upoo puodw. No«her-
apply. Tid<e• are non-300 good for"""" on Gn!\tl<uld l.iles, Inc., 
300 other partkiJaHog caffieB. Certain reslrictions apply. oft.r-
2· 15--85. Offer limited. NotvafKI in CMada. , 
GOGREYl -. 
·. And leave the driving to us. • 
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VISION HAIR STUDIO 
''for the TOTAL look'' 
' 
2839 Georgia Ave. NW 
Washington, D.C. 
Capital Curls ............... : ... :3.8!:~6.6?'.7.5 .. 50.00 
Touch U p/Cut/Genti I le Condition ............ 38 .00 
S-Curl ................ . .... . ..... _ ......... 20.00 
. . 
Press-Curl . . ............ .. .... .. ........... 20.00 
Scientific Facial. : ......... : ...... · ......... $25-75 
Cosmetic Makeover .... . . . ...... . .... · ...... 20. 00 
Blow~Dry Curl and Cut ..................... 30.00 
Blow-Dry/Curl/Conditioner ............. ' ..... 17 .50 
Sculptured Nails ............................... . 
Full Set ....... , ........................... 50.00 
Fill in ....... . ... ; ........................ 25.00 
Also available at Visions Hair Studio is our exclusive personalized line 
of cosmetics. · 
• 
Nobody Delivers Pizza 
As Good As -
l 
• 
•• IZZA • 
RANS IT 
FIB DELIVEIY 
'"~­. ·:< 
'""' • ,.,, .. . .- ...... ,, 
UTHORITV 
. 
$3.00 OFF 
ANY 16'' PIZZA 
• 
"FREE 
Nobody makes pizza as fresh, as tas-
ty, as cheesy, or 
delivers it so fast (and free) as the 
Authority on Pizza Transit 
3524 • 12th Street, N.E. Store Hours 
. with two or more toppings 
With this ad only! DELIVERY. Call 529-9400 
• 
Call 529-9400 Mon-Thurs. 4:00-1 :00 a.m . . 
Only one d~unt per pizza 
Expires 3/20/85 
Fri-Sat. 12:00-2:00 a.m. 
Sun. 12:00-12:00 a.m. 
-
Lady's Rings 175 
- • 
'. ¥~ 
• 
. ·JI 
YOUNG LADIES TO HAVE THEIR HAIR BRAIDED BY STUDENTS 
AT ,THE Cornrow• & Co. TRAINING INSTITUTE. 
' 5401 · FOURTEENTH STREET, N.W . . ' 
WASHINGTON'S ONLY PROFESSION·AL HAIR BRAIDING 
SALON, TRAINING CENTER AND BOTIQUE. 
AJJ ·Styles are pre-selected and all students are monitored by 
Licensed Professional -Braiders. . 
$45.00; includes extentions. VISA • MASTERCP<RD • CHOICE 
Honored. Sorry no Checks. Call 723-t827 and make your 
• 
• 
• appoir_itment today! 
Faculty, Staff & Administration-Welc 
Cornrow~ a~--
• 
5401 • FOURTEENTH STREET, N. 
(Corne~f Jeffersc;>n) ' 
723-1827 
PTICIANS 
EYE CARE CENTER 
' "~or i/.c C/.,,;, of ooh in Orlical W.ar" 
FEATURING FRAMES BY: 
• YSL • CAZAL • SILHOUETIE 
• TURA • PLAYBOY •VALENTINO • 
• OPTYL • METZLER •AVANT GARDE 
• LOGO • NEO STYLE • CHRISTIAN DIOR 
• MANY OTHERS · 
MAJOR CRE:DIT 
1. CARDS ACCEPTED 
,. 
• 
• CONTACT LENSES 
• EYE EXAMINATIONS 
• WORK DONE ON PREMISES 
• ADJUSTMENTS REPAIRS 
ANO CONSULTATIONS 
•ONE DAY SERVICE ON MOST RX'S 
• STUDENT ANO SENIOR CITIZEN DISCOUNTS 
• MEDICAID MEDICARE AND 
MAJOR INSURANCE ACCEPTED 
) 
) 462-0055 ' • 
' • 1802 11TH ST NW WASH DC 
' 
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Pe~dleton's utopia 
I 
Clarence Pendleton , chairman of the U.S. 
Commission on Civil Rights, is living in Uto-
• pia while the rest of us live in America. 
Earlier this week . Pendleton cursed un-
identified Black leaders as racists for support-
ing court-backed efforts to remedy past and 
current discrimination . According to the 
chairman, tHese leaders are practicing a new 
form of racism. 
Since Pendleton was appointed head of the 
Commission1 he has charged that affirmative 
action's goals, timetables, quotas, and minor-
ity contract sl,t-asides,grant preferential treat-
ment to Blacks and minorities, in effect creat-
ing . reverse I discrimination . According to 
PendletQn, he and the Reagan administration 
are attempting to create a "colorblind soci-
ety" and Black leaders should join in the 
crusade . · [ -
Pendleton ls categorizing of Black leaders 
as racist is 1deplorable, and his atfempt at 
creating a "colorblind society" is adrnirable, 
but naive. A brief glance at unemployment 
statistics gives an accurate example that 
Black~ are far from economic eguality. 
Currently , Black unemployment stands at 
twice that of whites. Blacks, constituting 10 
percent of the American labor pool , account 
for 20 percent of the jobless. This fact alone 
makes Penc;lleton's philosophy hard to un-
derstand. 
However, Pendleton' s remarks and actions 
might be an easier pill for Black A~erica to 
swallow if he presented some facts to back up 
his theories. But sirice the Commission was 
packed with a majority of Reagan appointees 
late in 1983 , it has traded its longstanding 
tradition as an independent, fact-finding 
organization on civil right.s injustices for the 
role of an anti-affirmative action cheerleader 
for Ronald Reagan . Ironically, as one observ-
er pointed out in 1983, only 2 to 3 percent of 
all the business the Commission conducts has 
anything to do with affirmative action . 
The NAACP, the National Urban League , 
the National Organization for Women, and 
the Mexican American Legal Defense and 
Education Fund have all decided to boycott 
the Commission ' s two-day hearings on 
affirmative action in employment this week. 
Joining their boycott is Cor:igressman Parren 
Mitchell (D .. Md.), who before walking out 
of the hearings told the Commission , "You 
neither deserve my response to any question, 
nor do you deserve any recognition, nor do 
you deserVe any respect," according to The 
Washington Post. 
Just as the Reagan administration was suc-
cessful in creating a Civil Rights Commission 
that is uncritical of its ,POiicies, it has also 
received another by-product- a Commission 
that is incapapleof accomplishing anything at. 
all. ) 
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• 
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• 
• 
• 
James E, Cheek 
A task force for Afro Studies 
From time to time various in- this 1nat1er and is to explo re various 
dividuals and grol1ps at the Universit y means o f achieving th.e following ob-
have proposed tl1a1 all undergraduate jectives: to prOvide an analytical and 
s1,uden1s be required to co1nple.te , as a .co1Tlpi-eherisive OvefvieW which wi ll 
conditio n f"or grad uation , a col1rse or · iri1ri.ld 11i ·c· 1I··· ··11 .. lents. 10 and culti va1e 
col1rses designed to expose 1J1em to a a: 1 appreciation for the history, 
grea ter l1ndersta11di11g and apprecia- c11 l1111 c .111tl l'l iii: ( 1J" Af re-Americans in 
tion of 1l1e c11lture, history and role of ottr society , and 10 explore prescri p-
Afro-America11s in 011r societv . I h:t,·r ·tive proposals designe<I tc1 :1, •111a i111 
· " '''.'('1111 ~ · f,,, . . ,, '"r'' ' ;,1,•1 t \\•i1!1 :1 ,,,, , ; the student s with me1 !1(1d~ :1r1cl 11rt1-
t i o n, signed by over 2,500 cedures .for resolving .;r' l' ic1 :1I 11r11-
111 1Jl:l.l.'1:illl1 :1tl· -.1 l11..ll·111-.. " t'l J l tl•.., i i1·~·. blems which have a di .'>proporl ionate 
11 11." Un1 ver'ii ty · 10 n1ake a Oecic;io11 'impact o n Afro-Americans. 
regard i11g 1!1is l1i s1orical concern . The task force ~ ., , ~ t 11Jm i t recom-
ln a11 ~ffort 10 l1ave this matt er niendat io ns whicl! .. in i1s view, wo11\d 
1l1o ro 11ghl y co1l.<; idcrcd and placed best e11ablc tl1e i 1~ ~1i11 11il) n to achieve 
be!Ore appro,priate University bodies these objectives. 
f"or actio11, I a111 es1ablisl1i ng a specia l ThC task force shall be comprised of: 
la <;k fo rce to revie\v and assess the 13 students , one from each of the 11 
fcasibil !IY of sucl1 a propo.sal. The undergraduateschoolsandcollegesand 
task 1·o rL't' is lo <;o lici t inpt11 from two from the Howard University .Stu-
fac11l1;.i, ~ t t 1de 1 11 " a11d ? titers re~ard i n~ -. derit Assocaition :.13 faculty members, 
Part two; Manning, Marable 
two from Liberal Arts and Business and 
one from the other undergraduate 
schools and colleges; and the vice presi-
dent for student affairs . 
- . 
The task fo rce is to submit a writ-
ten report to 1!1e President of the 
Uni versit y rega rding t·he n1a11er 
before ii on or before April 116, 1985, 
a t wh ich"tin1e the President will n1ake 
proper distribution of same. Follow-
ing con1plet io n of the taSk force's 
;:tssignmc111. till' recommendat ions 
co11tain ... '< I 1l1crci11 will be placed 
before :1p\iropri atc Uni versit y bodies 
for co 11 ~ 1 Ji.:ra 1 io 1 1 a11d act ion . 
Jc1111es E. Cl1eek. i.'i 1l1e /Jresitle111 of 
Hu1,·a1·rl Uni1·e1·sir.v. 
o profits from apartheid? 
South Africa is not simply a police 
state which denies democratic rights 
to the overwhelming majority of its 
people. It is not just a racially 
segregated society in which three 
million Black children suffer from 
malnutrition and in which infant 
• 
mortality rates per thousand live bir-
ducts much trade with South Africa. ' ' administrative, clerical and technical 
Conversely, South African finns pro- jobs.'' But according to Sullivan's 
vide 35 percent of all non-U.S. owl) annual reports, progress along 
foreign investment in Israel . such lines is at best marginal . In the 
.- William Marshall 
ths arc 13 for whites and 90 for 
Africans. It is solely a place where per 
capita spending o n education is 
$1,115 fo r whites and $1 70 for 
Blacks; and where doctor/ patient 
ratios are 1:330 'for whites and . 
1:19,CXX> for A fricans. It represents in 
its totality a renegade, fascist state, a 
government lacking_ in basic human 
decency, a regime which views all peo-
ple o f color as permanently inferior. 
It s gr o tesque c haracter and 
''H.itlcrian ' ' socia l · system would · 
hardly seem the place in which . 
historically oppressed people would 
find any reason to cooperate, much 
less gain profits . 
The military links between Israel 1983 report, it was noted that white 
and apartheid' arc even more striking employees filled 94 percent of all new 
according to Hunter. South Africa managerial posts, and that nonwhite 
has purchased Israeli attack boats workers ''lost ground steadily in 
' 'equipped with ship-to-ship Gabriel clerical/ administrative programs over 
m.iss iles, Dabur Coastal pafrol boats · 'the last three y_ears." About three-
and Kfir jet fighters, radar stations, fourths of all unskilled workers in 
electronic fences, infiltration alarm firms signing the Sullivan Principles 
systems, night vision ~ apparatus. " were Africans, while only .3 percent 
!01ith Africa is instrumental in the were white. Two percent of all 
defense posture o f the Israeli sta te as managers were Black, '17 percent were 
well . Apartheid firms help Israel to white . O ear\y, the strategy of reform-
improve its own modest steel in- from-within ·makes · about as much 
dustry; they are helping to bankroll sense as trying to convince Hitler 
''development of Israel 's fighter passively to give up fascism . Some kind of hero 
The controversy surrounding the I a nt e, · · Goet z a s ·' O rdin a r y Now , another chapter to the Be-
Bemard Goetz affair continUes. With Citizen ," and even Goetz .as the ' mard Goetz sto[y has been written . . 
public sentiment once riding high , the ··' Death W ish Gunman. '' C learl y. Not only did G9Ctz shoot the youths 
possibilities of criminal justice re- there are few dangerous situations to a in the back, but before he shot a 
form now linger heavily· in the air . man with a ·1oaded .38 caliber gun. second time, lie reponedly . said , 
American attitudes , as interpreted by The media created a hero personality ''You don ' t look so bad. Here's an-
thc press, in a \rilatter of weeks un- and the issues surrounding the event o ther one ." Earlier, news repons. 
derscored bas ic percept ions about were dished and tabled fo r mass con- speculated as to why Goetz fled after. 
urban violenc e - and more im- sumptio n by all . Me_anwhile , the the shooting . Nooneshouldhavcrea-
ponantly aboUt racial strife . medi a continued to concern them- son to speculate now . 
A few months 8.go , Goetz Shot four selves with Galll,ip, Harris and other Newspapers , seeking sensational-
youths and was la hero to many . City ·quick-survey opinion polls . , ism, made the incident larger. As the 
officials, no do~bt reacting to publ ic Enter the public . It is said that if the story grew, the issue grew, and as the 
cries of incompetence and inherent press is always in search of its next issue grew. the real issues in the pub-
disrespect for city government , de- issue , the public is always in search of lic 's mind became blurred. The facts 
nounced Goeiz. but it did not last . its nex.t cause . Support for Goetz was of the case were communicated so 
1be grand jury did not indict Mr. overwhelming and cros.sed all kinds rapidly that , like our television, our 
Goetz on charges of attempted murd- of soc ioeconomic levels . There was food and sometimes our money, our 
er, but instead on charges of illegal no middle ground in this case; one opinions concerning the Goetz case 
weaponry . During this time , there was .either for Goetz or against him. were instant and without suffic ient 
was very little d lscussion as to wheth- New Yorkers , never ones to harbor consideration of the facts . Before wt 
er the shootin~ was possibly pre- any illusions about inner-c ity crime, knew it , there was an incident , ~ 
meditated and ultimately unjustified . thought this case was no different . indictment and soon thereafter, a ju-
The chronological detail s o f While Goetz is using his recent pub- dgmeht . 
Goctz's life pror ide some clues: an licity to push for less res_trictive gun Ideally , cases like this reinforce 
obsession and quite personal crusade c"ontro l laws, many Blacks are just traditional American beliefs and in 
against street crime; A•· attempt to se- beginning· to see that all this could the end , there is equality , liberty and 
cure a permit to carry a concealed--quite poss'ibly lead to an Open season justice for · all . But in reality , this 
weapon~ and an occasional public dis- on Black inner-city c rime . This pro- country is no different ~com others . 
play at anti-crime community meet- vigilante/anti -gun control c ru sade is The Goetz affair was another con-
ings of what t hose present say not a healthy solution . Moreover, the troversy, of course , but our haSty dC:. 
appeared Jo be bigotry. But New legal remedy dictated by the people mand for s}tmbolic justice and super-
York City officials rode the wave of will not adequately hold up against ficial interracial solidarity. will only 
popular vigilante appeal ; subway similar treatment in a reversed situa- lead us further astray . We should not 
securify was i.nqeased. tion: a Black gunman and four white honor or try to emulate the actions of 
._, 1be press, in its usual marshalling youths . this man. Goetz is not to be 'glorified 
of public opinion, spoonfed its read- Opinions from New York C ity offi - as a heto . Jle is just another man. 
ers with every sordid detail . While cials continue to be predicta~ly shal- inother myth, and another potential 
one newspaper actually broke into tow and congress ional reac tio n is m~~rer . 
Goetz's apart~ent, other , more· mixed: many members are basically William Marshall is a senior con-
"'reputable' ' news services broke the relievedthisentireaffairdidnotoccur gressional fellow with the Con-
stunning news: Goetz as ' ' Hero Vigi- in their home states . J gressional Black. COJtcus and a Master 
Robert Aldu-Asare 
""' of Arts degree candidate at H,oward 
University. 
Bente ering Nkrumah 
March .6, 195[. This date cannot . 
and should not 1be forgotten in the 
history of all people of African des-
cent. It "C8Jll10t be forgotten in the 
history of European colonization of 
Africa and world imperialism. For, 
on that day, Glfana (formerly Gold 
Coast) emerged as an independent 
nation. It was the first in African 
history of emancipation after 10 years 
of bittCr struggle With imperial Bri-
tain. 
dependcn~ could not be postponed. 
As as exemplary revolutionary tacti-
cian, Nkrumah emerged as Ghana's 
• flfst Prime Minister and later as Presi-
dent . 
. . . 
Julian Mayfield, a Black American. 
• 
worked for Nkrumah from 1961 to 
1966. Nkrumah believed that all Black 
people, whether in the Caribbean, Eu-
rope, Nonh America, or on the African 
continent. lteJong to one '•African na-
tion ." While Nkrumah drew inspira-
. tioo from Marcus Garvey. among oth-
ers, he in tum inspil<d men like Mal-
colm X, the Rev. Martin Luther King . 
Jr. and the whole political activism of 
the civil rights movement in this coun- 1 
try in the 1960s. 
And yet the great irony is that the 
-one nation which maintains the · -
closest ties with the political economy 
of apartheid, other than the U .S. and 
the United Kingdom, is the state of 
Israel . The February 1985 issue of 
Israeli Foreig11 Af fairs documents an -
extraordinarily close relationship bet-
ween Tel Aviv and Pretoria . . 
Jane Hunter, a Jewish progressiv.c, 
notes that Israel's claim of $83 million 
in exports to South Africa does not 
include ' ' ix>lishcd diamonds, Israel's 
top export at SI billion a year. which 
are imported from DeBeer's Central 
Selling Organization'' ; ''military tran-
sactions, probably several hundred 
·million dollars annually;'' joint 
undertakings such as Iskoor, •'a mar-
riage of the South African Steel Cor-
poration and Koor, a corporation 
owned by Israel's Histadrut that con-
anywhere. In South Africa, Namibia, 
and elsewhere, Black people are still 
enduring the wrath Of discrimination 
and eXploitatiOn. 
Post<e>lonial Africa continues to 
face the devastating impact of neo-
colonialism and ,imperialism from the 
dominant forces of the world. As 
pawns in superpower struggles, it is a 
miracle that Africans today survive at 
aU on a daily bisis. Nkrumah's aver-
sion toward Unperialism in all its 
. ' fonns made him a target for destruc-
tion. . . · -
In the early 1960s Nkrumah was 
among the premiere world leaders who 
expressed concern about the dangers of 
the nuclear anns race . Nkrumah called 
for a ''world without the bomb." He 
. pushed for nuclear non-proliferation of 
the atmosphen:. He asked the United 
Nations and the United States to explain 
to the world the circumstanccS leading 
to the murder of Patrice Lumumba and 
he founded the Organization of African 
Unity . , 
In the end, imperialism won. On 
Feb. 24, 1966, Nkrumah was ousted 
through the instrumentality of reac-
tionary, forces. He died "!exile. 
Ghana's independence materialized 
al)er fD years of formal British col-
onialism and SOO years of European 
exploitation of · labor-power and 
plundering of non-human resources. 
As we salute the 28th anniversary 
of Ghana's independence, we cannot 
forget to pay tribute to all the heroic 
Black people who worked with 
Nkrumah to make Ghana's political 
freedoin possible. In. a unique way, 
the . struggle for Ghana's in-
dependence was tied to the need to 
redeem the pride of Black people all 
over the world. It was the , first 
government of the Black man out of 
bondage. George Padmore and 
C.L.R. James from the Caribbean, 
W .E.B. DuBois from the United 
St~tes, and a host of C?thers from th_~ 
African continent belonged to the 
motive force behind Nkrumah. 
Since the overthrow ?f_ Nkrumah, 
the whole Ghanaian soci~ has pass-
ed from one internal turmoil to 
another. Yet, his dreams and aspira-
tions live on. Similarly, the forward 
movement of the African revolution 
toward a continental wllty has been 
Nkurmah ~eli~·~cd also that halted 'by reactionary forces and 
_.9~ana's i~dt:patdencc was aoina: to agents of imperialism-temporarily. 
· be meaningleu unlns it wu linked The least all Black people can de. is in- · 
up with the total liberation of Africa .. voke the spirit and dreams of yester-
He worked titelcssly toward this end · day's leaders for their political pur-
After Ghana's indepcndence, a wind poses today, Like Nkrumah, we must 
of .change, with the force of a hw-- demand wt-lat is due to us now. We do 
ricane, blew throush Africa, sweeping not have to wait any longer. Long live 
al~~ · with it all vestiges of col- Black unity! . . 
orualism, It cannot be said today that . Robert Adi. A.rare is a contril>Wng 
Africa, or BIKt.peoptc are.totally free editorial writer ro ~Hilltop. · 
With determination to deliver the 
African people .from bondage and 
subjuption, African leaders chose 
the appropriate political moment to 
show the colonialists out. Kwame 
Nkrumah told the colonialists that 
· Afri<ans prdcirr<d independence in 
pmaty to servitude in tranquility. He · 
told them the demand for in-
. . . 
- DuBois lived, worked, died and 
was buried in Ghana. His work on the 
Ericyclopedia Africana is yet to bO 
completed. 
' 
bomber for the. 1990s, the Lavi." There are also hundreds of Afro-
Such extensive ties help to explain American artists and athletes who 
why some American )ewish leaders have performed in South Africa dur-
were JCluctant to become .involved _in : ing the past .. decade, obtaining huge 
the Free South Africa Movement fees to entertain white audiences. 
demo nstrations this winter . But the Their P(esence-lcgitimate; the regime, 
fact· that ' 'Israelis have trained South providing -tactical suppqrt and CQm-
Africans in ever-yihing from naval fort to the opponents of Black 
construction to counterinsurgency freedom . Just a short list of these 
techniques'' must be addressed by enterta iners includes: Tina Turner, 
Americans who maintain unquestion- Aretha Franklin, Eartha Kitt, Johnny 
ed supJX>rt for Israeli's policies, while Mathis, Stephanie Mills, Della Reese, 
at ·the same moment offer moral con- Betty Wright, the Staple Singers, Ray 
demnations of the brutalitifs o f the Charles , and Nikki Giovanni. 
apartheid regime. Throughout the United States, Blacks 
Black Americans arc not imm·une have organized to boycott the perfor-
from criticism on these grounds. For mane~ and records of all l!flists-
nearly a decade, the Reverend Leon J Black arid white-who have profited 
Sullivan has. pushed the so-called from apartheid . The systein of tyran- , 
' ' Sullivan Principles' ' concept, which ny in South Africa is crumbling, and 
sets racial standards for U.S. firms within the next decade will fall before 
d6ing business with apartheid. In the forces of democracy. What we~?; .· 
theory, th~ signatories of the Sullivan inside the United States can sP$C(l up} · 
Principles attempt to humanize the that inCvitable process . 
barbarism of the system by promoting 
desegregated workplace facilities, 
mandated equal pay for jobs,and 
training nonwhites for ''supervisOry, 
• 
Dr. Manning Marable teaches 
political sociology at Colgate Univer-
sity, Hamilton, New York. 
• 
' 
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NOONDAY PRAYER REACHES our TO HELP 
Many times when people come to Noonday Prayer, they see the choir Singing, members of the 
congregation clapping joyfully to songs being sung, and the overall expr.esslons of happiness In 
the faces of the people. They fail to see the human side of Noonday PrayCr. Many of these students 
come from highly complex problematlc backgrounds. From broken homes to alcoholic parents 
many of them have experienced the pressures that Ufe brings .. 
Last school ~ear there was a young girl 'roaming around th cruD.pus seeming I)' lost. 111 despera-
tion she stopped some students and asked them to tell her how io find God. ~1any of the students 
just looked at her strangely and. walked away. But thete was one young lady who took her by the 
band and·broµght her to Noonday Pr&.yer. She had been sexuall)' abused, she \\'as out of h er head 
on drugs, her clothes wete dirty and she was unable· to speak coherentJ)'. She \Vas taken to 011e of 
the women's dorms where she was able to bathe, chan@:e her clothing and rest. ·We cont.pctcd her 
.- . 
parents, who were divorced, and drove her home. At this time she's doing 1nucl1 better. S he's off 
the drugs and alcohol and.her parents are working together to make life be1.tcr fur all tn,,olvcd. We 
still have pe.Opfe working with her and her famtly, and we are most thankfitl for being able to he lp 
them in thefr time of need. 
You may feCI like· n9body understands the.pressures and the pain you feel . \Veil , \\' C \vant yo11 to 
know that we understand, and we care. Many of us are Uving frnitful , more prod11cU,,e li\'CS "today 
because som£ one cared enOt.igh to reach out to help us. Allow us the opport11nity to gt,,c ourselves 
to helping ydu make tt. Because someone cared for us one day, we want to demonstrate 01tr care 
• I , 1or you. If you just need someone to talk to--a listening ear, if you need a caring sho11lder to CT)' on, 
tfypu need a !frlend to say "I love·you," tfyou need someone to lauiJ:h \\•tth or to cry ''' it11, \\'C make 
ourselves a~lable. We desire to help you in any way we can. \Viii )'Ott all?'v 11s. 1.0? \Ve have 
studentsjus~ like yourself who are willing to talk with you, and help you by just being a friend. The 
arabtan de?itiUon of a friend is "one to whom we may pour out the co'ntcnts of ottr hearts, chaff and 
grain toge7i.~ knowtng that the gentlest ofhands will sift It, keep wh11t Is \Vortl1 keeping, and \Vli11 
a breath of . dness 'blow the rest away!" If you would like a friend like that, please fill 011t tJ1e 
requested ormaUon below, detach it and dqx>stt It in the "CAMPUS l\WL" slot at tl1c Unt,•er-
slty Post Office. We want to help! 
I 
------------~------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
:Naine~-4-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~·'--~~~~~~~~~~·~~~ 
Address_:.._~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Phone_-__.1~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
:Noonday Prayer Christian Fellowship 
I 
Howard University 
' 
P.O. Box 370 1 
Washington, DC 20059 '-~~~~.I-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
Farm rfom P"•' 3 
South Dakota farmers are presently 
putting the pressure on Capitol Hill to 
see things their way, as they continue 
in a serie·s of lobbying and de-
monstrations. · • 
Trinidad · 
from page 3 
Back then when oil and money flowed 
freely, it all see~ to be many light 
years away. Oil and money flowed 
freely. Na1ionals spent money 
carelessly; the merchants charged 
unbelievaBle prices. Now all that has 
changed. 
The Mighty Sparrow, -Trinidad's 
King of Calypso put it this way in his 
1983 tune 'Capitalism Gone Mad': 
''Ah soy survi'41al in dis land 
Isn't easy for no 1nan, 
Wid unemployment and high inf/a{ 
tion, Sane ah ""go derxJ before de end 
of dis recession. 
News Briefs 
. frompage10 
I 
W ASHI_NGTON \UPI) - District of 
Colwnb1a police say rune ~pie di:cd 
from a fatal batch of heroin 
distributed last weekend. 
Thirty-five -year-old ' Thomas 
Weems died Monday · night at 
Washingto~ Hospital Center of an 
apparent overdose. In addifion to the 
epidemic of overdoses last weekend., 
1 S people were hospitalized since last 
Friday night after taking too much of 
wh~t appeared to be nearly pure 
hcro;ll. 
Charter Day 
. 
from page 9 
ooit-fcderal funds . 
Check said, "Youshouldbeproudlo 
know that although this special part of 
our fundi'aising program [the endo\v-
ment campaign] is · only· mOriths of<l, 
thus far , we have received, either in 
actual contributions or full pledge~, an 
·amount of $1,350;000 toward our goal 
of $2 million." 
HU SA from pago t 
• 
Before the election results were an-
nounced, Marisfiek1 said that he was 
. , 
nervous, tired , happy, i;td and ex-
' Hampton 
from page I 2 
The 6-foot-4 junior is smart enough 
to reaJize that the chances of a pro-
fessional career are slim. He is major-
ing in finance and plans to work in 
some area of the business field after 
graduation . '' Basketball is basically 
over after college," Hampton said, 
''and I have no aspirations of a pro 
career. Playing 82 games a year is 
hard." 
Righ1 now school is the most im-
portant thing on Hampton 's mind. He 
is very happy and content at Howard, 
and he 's working hard to' do well in 
his classes. However. basketball re-
. . 
mains a maJOr concern . 
'· I' 01 not so talented that I can go 
and fill it up every game like Bernard 
King, " said Hampton. ''I have to 
make up for that fact with other things 
and a lot of hard work when I'm on 
the court . My jumper has kind of let 
me down this year. It used to be my 
bread and butter. This ye:1r I have lo 
rely on playing tough defense and 
rebounding .'' 
- Hampton reccntJy scored a career-
high 24 points. If that's any indication 
of the results of his hard work habits , 
,his stay at Howard.should continue to ,,. 
be pleasant lo him, and benefici3] to 
the Bison . 
Track from page I 2 
• 
th 400 and 500 meters, (ffi which ·he 
set a new school record with a time of 
46.91); and junior Skerritt, who also 
qualified for the 500 meters. 
For the women's team, both 
sophomore Ter~ Allen and senior 
Brenda Bailey qualified for the long-
jump. This was Bailey's fifth time 
qualifying for the NCAA Indoor' 
Championship. Freshmen Connie f 
Hitchcock's time of 54.99 qualified ~ 
her for the 400 meters, along with 
making '. her the first woman in 
ij:oward's track history to qualify for 
Such an event. 
·Also the women's mile-relay team, 
made up of Hitchcock, Dorothy 
Wilson, Janice Kelly, and Tish Robin-
son, ran an outstanding time of 3.44, 
setting a new school record, but just 
missed qualifying for the jndoor 
championships. 
In.sprite of the fact the track team 
is made up of a lot of freshmen and 
sophomeores, Moultrie said, ''frOm a 
standpoint of coachability is the best 
group of kids I have ever had." 
hausted. Reflecting on the·campaign, -------------
be said, ''I think that I did the best I April Miller, secretary, and Sonya 
~- There were times that I could Lockett, Undergraduate Student 
ha:ve done better ... I stood up when I Assembly representative (UGSA). 
had to. I shut up when J had to." In the School of Business, winnen; 
Paul Scott, c&mpaign manager for were: Douglas Selby, president, Gran-
the Calhoun/M00<e slate, said, "I'm them Johnson, vice-president; ·Allison 
happy that the campaign has been a Miller, secretary;AnthonyGrant,trea· 
clean one this year. I think we've run a ·surer; Burl Thornton, senior class 
very clean and honest campaign." n:presentative, and Erica Motley, Anita 
Todd Johnson and Emory Calhoun Lawson and Kenneth James, UGSA 
were not available for comhlcnt at press representatives. 
time. According to Student Council 
Of the schools lhat held student spPk.esman Tyrone Moorehead, the 
council elections Wednesday. as of late School of Engineering did not hold 
that evening, results were available electionS because of the pending 
tiom ·the School of Communications ratification of their newly revised con-
and the School of Business and Public stitlltion. Moocehead said he expects 
Adminiatntion. the elections will be held after spring 
In rbe School of Communications, recess. 
the resulrs were: Myrt i .. Stockdale, 
presi4e,ot; Tracey Mitchell, vice-
preoident; (( ryatal Quinn, tTUsurer; 
T. Deniu Asbluy. Hllltqp Staff Repor-
ur. cOlllribllUd llJ this siory. 
• 
L 
' 
• 
The Hiiitop, Friday, Merch 8. 1985 
The Undergraduate Student 
Assembly 
Presents · 
Black Arts Festival '85 
''The Rediscovery of Our Heritage'' 
• 
• 
' Volunteers are needed for: 
' 
·· Picnic Gospel Show 
Promotions · Comedy House 
Talent 
• 
A Meeting·.of all volunteers will be held on 
• 
Monday, March 11, 1985 in 
Room 138 Douglas Hall. 
\ 
For further information call the UCSA office 636-6918/19. 
• 
' 
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Solo, ettort 
• • 
Lone ''Stone'' hits the mark 
, 
' By ~rnie Price 
Hdt'f' Suff Rqionn MICK JAGGER 
SHE ' S TH E BOS S 
Stepping away from one of thel best 
groups in the world, Mick 'Jagger. the 
spastic songster of the Rolling Stone-s, 
has cut his first solo album. ·'She's The 
Boss,'' produced in pan by Nile Rodg-
ers of Chic fame, is ~ hard-d,rivin& 
album filled with dance rock nun1bers 
.which allow Mick to yell and yelp to his 
heart' s content . . 
Rodgers , who helPed praduce 
David Bowie's last album, ··serious 
Moonlight ,·· ·has moved his career 
wilh Chic into !he studio. Rodgers 
turned cult rock star Bowie into a real 
dance rock contender. ··Serious 
Moonli&ht." which turned out sever-
al top-teh hits, including, ''China 
Girl.'· ••Modern Love.'' and ··Let · s 
Dance,·· helped to propel Bowie into 
some serious limelight. Taking the 
heavy bass and drums from the music 
of the diSco era group Chic Rodgers 
transfonns even the stalwart rocker 
into a Jean dancing machine , 
Lean and mean 'best characterize 
Jaggefs latest accomplishment. There 
is only one Slow song on th~ album , 
''Hard Women .'' This number be-
gins with a slow and softly played 
piano . Jagger begins singing very 
softly 'with a quivering high-pitched 
voice that reminds one of the Bee 
Gees . However , as lhe song con-
tinues \ he begins to change froni 
quiyering to a blues voice which is 
better on the nerves and the ears . The 
song which has an overall blues. 
''why-did-you-leave-me-baby '' feel 
is highlighted ~y a guitar solo by Jeff 
Beck backed up by the accoustical 
guitar of Tl)e Who :s Pete Townsend . 
Wait! This is supposed to be Mick 
Jagger's album. Ohf.'but Ilo . Jagger 
and Rodgers have brought together 
some of the best musicians living to 
work on thi s album . 
. ''Lonely At The ·Top," the latest 
single from the album. is a dynamic 
number written by Jagger and hi.s 
~tone mate Keith_ Richards }'he beat 
1s set by hard nm shots s Herbie 
Hancock carries the harrnon with an 
organ. Yes, Mr. Compu~fu Han-
cock adds his keyboard expertise to 
''She's The BoSs." Jagger.; in a way 
which only he.can, yells, '' It's lonely 
at the top," as Beck and Townsend 
Viciously rake the strings · of their 
guitars . i 
Strong dfvmS and thick guitars\ be-
gin the song ''Halfa·Loaf'' in which 
Jagger whines about having an af(air . 
The tune is made danceable by I the 
,. intcnnitant pluckings of Chic bass 
man Bernard Edwards, but stays 
within the rock-and-roll vein by the 
guitar playing of Eddie Martinc2 and 
Rodgers. 
I 
-
Hancock really shows hi s techno-
pop skills by playing three keyboard 
. . 
1ns1rument s in ·' Turn the Girl 
Loose ." Again Edwards flirts wilh 
the foundation of the song with hi s 
bass . ~s Rodger 's guitar echoes the 
words of Jagger . Synthesized orches-
tra sounds pop in and out behind lhe 
melody of 1he organ . Toward the end 
of the song . Jagger shoul s. ' 'Turn 1he 
girl JOOse and let her speak for her-
self.'' A woman who has to be a sister 
begins to read Mick Jagger up and 
down. She tells him where he can go 
and who he will see when he gets 
there . The ladies' rap, perfonned.by 
Al.fa Ai:iderson . is a treat indeed and 
adds to the dance or funk flavor of the 
overall song . 
•·Just Another Nigh! . ·· lhe firs! cut 
from the album , is a fas1-paced num-
ber that accents the raspy voice of 
Jagger. Boosted by the guitar playing 
of Beck 1 the song uses electronic 
sounds giving thi s number an 80s 
flavor . This song is quick~y climbing 
the charts of both rock and dance 
tunes . 
A funky beat is laid down by the 
synthesizer in the song . ''Lucky in 
Love :-'· In thi s song . Jagger brags ab-
out how he,may not be lucky in much 
· el ~e, but he .is lucky in love . Al1hough 
thts song is laden with synthesizer · 
sounds such as the electronic 0:rches-
tra that pops in and out of the song. it-I 
is kept in rock-and-roll line by the 
guitar plucks of Beck . Hancock uses 
\ 
.. 
the keyboards to echo the voice of 
Jagger while throwing bells inlo ·the 
background . Near the end ot· 1he 
song , the listener is treated to several 
things. · A guitar solo by Beck played 
in .the blues style of.blues man ~ . B . 
King floats from the. music as Jagger 
prepares to rap . Yes. rap . Mick Jag· 
ger begins to rap about how he can 
play cards. ''That 's a royal flu sh? 
Well , ain't thal a bust, " says Jagger, 
as the synthesizer and guitar battle for 
who will finish the son.g . . 
Although ''She's The Boss '' ·is 
Jagger's solo album. it is nice-no. 
wonderful---to see a Black artist ·s1ep 
into the production world and do a 
good job. Nile Rodgers has done the .. 
same thing with Jagger that he did 
with Bowie. He has taken a person 
who is bas_ically a hard rocker and 
transfornied him into a refined dance 
tune artist . However, his job with 
Jagger had to have been much easier 
than the one With Bowie, due to the 
Black-oriented musical style of The 
Rolling Stones. . 
Jagger' s solo album. ''She's The 
Boss," is a well-prQduced and well-
stocked album . The various musi-
cians , such as· Herbie Hancock:, Be-
rnard Edwards, ~eff Beck and Pete 
Townsendllelp to make this album a 
dam good one . Jagger. may not be the 
boss, but one of the men behind the 
boss is Nile Rodgers which makes the 
boss sound rea.I good. Hard driving 
rock + danceability = FUN . 
. . . 
sets I soul in motion' • 
By Lynette Macer 
HiUIOJI Sllff RtpClfV;• . 
' 
• 
WHUR announcer whci attended· the 
program . In the Black southern di-
You missed it! May~· Angelou , alect of Walker' s The COior Purple · 
James Baldwin, Gil Scott Heron , Bil- and conversely, the huinmirig voice 
·lie Holiday, MalColm x, and Alice of the late Billie Holiday , Khandi 
Walker were brought to life with transformed her voice yet again to 
dance, rhythm , and song_ in the laud praisc;s in the singing of the Aza-
AmlOur J . Blackbum Center last Thurs- nian National Anthem-in· both its na-
.. day in a production called ''Soul in tive language. and English . Her soul 
Motion . '' raised the stage. 
Phase II Enterlainment, !he The stage, nothing more than 
rcsUm:dOr of these ~ figmes: drums of congos. bongos , and timba-
is·a company geared towards enhanc- . lis, and an electric bass and an assort- -
ing and providing the link between ment of sound-effect instruments, 
university centers and the community was touched tilroughout the perfonn-
and heavy jazz, reggae, and Latino ance by pholographer, lights and 
culture. Howard graduate and com- sound technician, Phil Collins . 
pany president Kambui Nyahuma, The lights were hued from James 
along with two Howard students, Be- Baldwin 's Blue.s for Mr. Charlie to 
.rry Vi~~tory and Alvin Kellibrew, Walker's purple . ''I had nothing else 
pumped the sounds of percussion off to offer, but myself, •• said actor Cal-
the stage and it\ to ·hearts of culture · vin'Small during the summary of The 
seekers during lthe 90-minute pro- Color Purple's men's characteriza-
gram, which marked the final week of ti on· 
Black History Month·. Extraordinaires with a bond, Small 
'Khandl, die multi-talented woman and Nyahuma shouted the struggles 
portrayalist, panted her mind, body of Blacks trying to live in this society 
and soul to the audience . From her that will not provide for the needy' 
IS-year speak.cf/actress history, the yet. as GiJ Scott Heron sang, put a 
'•tremendous sister embodies the man on the moon. 
presence,•• said Tyrone Barksdale, a . ••Not just entertainment, but an 
• educational extravaganza,'' captures 
the emphasis of Phase II ' s ··soul in 
Motion'' production . ''(I ain] not 
ignoranl to the fact !hat 1hey [!he 
Whites] react the way they do;'' said 
Nyahum•. 
The week-long tour, which included 
four universities, Howard Show, and 
received negative comments from 
Southeastern University in Waashing-
ton, D .C. and Montgomery College in 
Maryland. Nyahuma, shocked by the 
disapproval , said he bel_ieves the 95 
percent Nigerian population at South-
eastern found the content ''abrasive and 
offensive.' ' At Montgomery College, 
the program chairmen apologized for 
the group's aggressive performance. 
''What keeps me going,·· said Nyahu· 
ma, ''is the hope and wish that someday 
it will all .click. " 
''My responsibility [as assistant 
programming director for the Black-
bum Center] is to provide cultural 
entertainment, '' said Teny Samuels . 
Luckily for Phase II, Samuels said, 
programs are not evaluated based on 
attendance. For, once again, apalhy 
plagued the Mecca on February 27, 
1985-stril<ing 12,000 and leaving 
them blind, mute, and deaf to their 
culture . 
• 
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BEAM ME ABOARD 
''THE ST AR '' 
. , 
What STAR? 
SCOTTY!~ 
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Largest Dane;ing EMPORIUM 
• 
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1100 Blair Mill Rd 
Silver Spring; MD 
• 
(look for the red light) 
' . • 
• 
; 
< 
~ 
Sat. March 9 • 10 p.m.-7a.m . • 
Outragous sound an~ light Show on 5,000 sq.ft. Dance Floor 
Capacity: 15'00 Video Games 
Free Refreshments 
• Free Parki~1g. 
• BYOL 
LADIES FREE Before 11 p.m. 
$4.00 with this invitation. $6.00. without. 
• 
Be There! 
' 
• 
Convocation • • 
Stokes addresses 
•poor academics· 
,• 
• 
" l
• 
By Nicole S. Crawford 
Holltop S•Jf R~P.'Jl'C' 
Congressman Louis Stokes (D., . 
Ohio), keynote speaker ·at Howard's 
Charter Day Convocatipn last Friday. 
warned Blacks that they should be con-
, 
corned about the quality of education 
that their youth are receiving. especial-
ly since American education has been 
··on trial in recent months as never be-
fore ." • 
As part of the Convocation ceremony 
celebrating the I 18th anniversary of the 
founding of the University, Stokes was 
awarded a Doctor of Hun1anities Hon-
oris Causa by University President 
Jan1es E. Cheek before a half-filled 
Cran1ton Auditorium crowd. 
"fhe Alun1ni Award recipients were 
also an11ounced at the Convocation . 
They were: 
• Hou~ton Alfred Baker Jr .. for litera-
. ture and the humanities: 
* Rafl..dolph Wilson Bromery. for high-
er educalion and geophysics; 
* Charles Floyd Johnson, for entertain-
' 111ent and the fine arts: 
* Frank Perry Lloyd. for medicine and 
con1n1unity service: 
1 * Esther Garland Pollard, fo univer-
s\ty and community service; and 
• * Uawrence Douglas Wilder, for Jaw 
and politics . 
'· 
.. Stokes cited a report, ''A Nation at 
Risk: Tl1e ln1peracive for Educational 
Rtil'orm. •• pl1blished last year by a 
Blue Ribbon Comn1ission ! on Ex-
cellence in Education that stated, ''If 
a11 unfriendly foreign · power had a1-
" tem.pted to impose on America the 
mediocre educational performance 
that exists today, '''e mighl have view-
ed it as a11 act o f '''ar. As it stands, ,ve 
ha,·e allo '''ed thi s to h·appen 10 
Ollrsel\'ci ... ' ' 
Sto kes also said that 1his mediocrity 
in education is coming a1 a time " 'hen 
'' compl1ters and computer-controlled 
equipment are spene1ra1ing every 
a~pect o t· our lives--at a time when it is 
estima1ed that by 1he turn of the cen-
tury, 111illions of jobs \viii invc:ilve laser 
' 
technology and robotics." , 
Stokes said that while ''this new 
educational reform movement takes 
place, it behooves us (Blacks} to look 
at it from a Black perspective." 
Sto.kes said that Blacks must be 
aware of the' facts and trends, such as 
a recent report on minorities in higher 
education by the American Council 
on Education \Vhich stated 1ha1 at a 
time when, for ''demographic 
reasons, Black student college atten-
dance should have grown propor-
tionally, the percentage in four-year 
colleges was 8 .5 percenr in 1976; 8.5 
percent in 1978; 8.4 percent in 1980: 
and 8.0 percent in 1982.'' 
Stokes stressed that because of 
1hese pe~centages , traditionally Black 
. institulions continue to be an impor-
tant source of degrees awarded to 
Blacks. 
, The report concluded that the pop-
ulation may be 35 percent, minority by 
1the year 2020 and 1ha1 !he ' 'alarming 
statistics' ' for n1inority educational 
attainment make it clear that the nation 
may be head~ for a crisis . said Stokes. 
·stokes concluded that the challenge 
for Ho,vard and other historically 
Black i11stitutions is to be in the 
''vanguard of this revolution' ' to 
return excellence and equality to 
education. 
During his closing remarks. Cheek 
announced that Joe Allbritton, chair-
man of the board of Riggs National 
Bank and chairman of the Corporate 
Committee for the Charter Day Dinner. 
and his wife, Barbara, intend to con-
tribute $250,000 for the University's 
endowment campaign. 
The legislation for the Howard Uni-
versity New Direction Endowment 
Campaign was passed by Congress last 
year. and in order for the University 10 
receive 1he $2 million appropriation 
from Congress. the funds must be 
matched on a dollar-per-dollar basis by 
See CHARTER DAY . page 7 
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fron1 page I 
Butler during an emergency meeting on 
Feb. 28. ··tr they (the Sutton slate ] 
were aware of any material being tom 
down by your supporters . ·· According 
to Scott. Butler answered . · ·yes. we are 
aware that posters were being tom 
down. but we arc not liable for what our 
supporters do . · · · 
Thornton . 1he s late ' s vice-
presidential candida1e. and Butler told a 
different story . however . ·· 1 was 
there.'' said Thom1on . · ·she (Scotti 
never used the term ·your suppor-
ters,· · · he said . Butler added, · · 1 never ' 
said we couldn "t control Our peopli;:_, ·· 
Section I I I. Item 8 of the Liberal Arts 
Elections gui de lines st~lteS. ··suppor-
ters of a candidate or candidates guilty 
of defacing or destroying campaign 
material s ... will subject their candi -
date to action by the Election Co111mis-
s1on .. . 
Yesterday. the Sulton campaign 
issued a letter of appeal to HUSA. the 
General Asse111bly Elccli<lns Con1-
mit1ee and the HUSA Policy Board . 
requesting that the LASC decision be 
reversed. 
After convening for about three 
hours yesterday. the student leaders 
finally decided to throw ou1 the entire 
election . ' ' The liberal arts elections 
process was a n1ess." said one student 
government , official . 
. -ITTlE CESA 
. 
One of 1he reasons behind the deci-
sion may haVe been that the Sutton slate 
alleged they did not receive due process 
because no representative of their slate 
was present at the Liberlll Arts Elec-
tions Committee hearing . Student gov- • 
emment leaders did not comment on 
that specu lation. 
''Due process is the issue here,'' said 
Sutton. the presidential candidate. 
··we were not given the opportunity to 
argue our case. We never saw formal 
written complaints against us .·· 
Thornton said, '' How can someone 
pass down a judgement of diSqualifica· 
tion without hearing both sides of the 
argument? It 's like parents giving .you a 
spanking and no! telling you why. •• 
As a result of the .decision, alls vOtes 
cast in the Liberal Arts Student Council 
cleclion were· declared invalid arid 
some of the candidates who were not 
running for the executive offices were 
not too pleased. 
Besse Swint, a candidate for Un· 
dergraduate Student Assembly repre· 
sentative said , ''I feel it was un'fairthat 
our votes were'nt counted.· · , 
Ricky Wilins. presidential candi-
date . said. ''The whole ordeal has been 
very complicated. [But). I trust that the 
elections committee and their personnel 
used their best judgment in making 
their decision . ·· · 
The Sutton slate·appeared to be more 
pleased. however. ··under the circum-
stances the decision handed down was 
The Hiiitop, Frld•y, M1rch 8, 1N6 
' 
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a fair and equitable one' for all in· 
valved," Butler said . 
However, unofficial election returns 
indicate that the slate of Sutton, Thorn-
ton, Gilmore and Bosley would have 
won the LASC positions by a slim mar-
gin, had the election not b·een in-
validated . 
Duncan rrom page, 
toughest schedules ever, the Bisonet-
tes did it \viih nine underclassmen. 
Howard ended the regular season 
with· a 10-16 overall record and an 8-4 
conference record. _ 
''The season was a very exciting 
one, and for the first 1in1e during my 
, career at Hqward, we had a bona fide 
team, witl1 stro11g players at each 
position, said Duncan. ''We are very 
diversified as a team." 
Over the years, \\<omen athletics on 
the collegiate level have gained respect 
and added · excitement with the 
emergence of such prominent female 
stars a s Univers it)'. of Southern 
California 's Cl1cryl t\1iller and Old 
Domi11io 11 's Na11c)' Libern1an and 
Ann Donova11 . Dl1ncan said, 
''\Vernen athletics has definitelv 
become a lot · more popular nowa-
days. Wonlen 'are becoming as ex-
citing as 1nen, and since the basketball 
has bee11 redl1ced it makes it a 101 
easier or ,.,,on1en to handle the ball 
and do more interesting things--like 
' 
• 
dunk.'' 
The transition from high school to 
college is always a Clifficult task for 
anyone, and is even more difficult for 
the student athlete, who has to incor-
porate both 1he mastery of studies 
and actively Participating in a sport. 
'' I have had some memorable ex-
periences at Howard University and I 
have met a lot of interesting people ... 
But most importantly, being here and 
playing for the school has taught me 
how to budge! my time. Every minute 
is of value 10 me,'' ·says the· 
radiological technology rqajor. She 
went on to say, '' If there was one 
piece of advice I could give 10 a new 
student-athlete, it would be to get a 
good education and try to combine 
boih the books and baske1ball 10 
make sure you gain an educatio11, 
because at this point, there is not 
much af1er college in this sport." 
. It is usually the consensus of mos1 
athletes at Howard, 1hat fan support 
in any sport is very poor, whether the 
team has a good record or not. ''The 
fan support here is not 1ha1 great, but 
I don ' t care if thefe is a crowd or not . 
I am still going to play, the best l 
can,·· she said . 
Along with the lack of fan support , 
another area that often brings mixed 
emotions is that of the athletic depart-
ment. Lack of adequate facilities, 
proper training tables and weight 
See DUNCAN page JO 
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.Nassau Cable · 
Beach Inn 
from 
•349 per~ quad 
Rates from Baltimore 
-
DouhkS.389 Tripll: $369 QuodS.!49 Sifllk 1425 
Package P1lw lncklda 
' 
roundtriP. chart.er airfare• 4 nights hotel acconunodations al Cable Beach IM • transfen between 
airport arld hotel• l1otel taxes• service charges (maid & bellman tips)• pie 1•c,istnltion 
• complimenlary poolside chaise lounge & towel• U .S. departure tax• flal:uunian departure tax 
•transfers from Howard U. to BWI. · 
Pay111ent Plan 
Initial l)epo1;11 - l IOll.UO Proof of Citiunship Required: 
zoo Pa)·mcn1 - S l ZS.00 ............... due I ! I!. l 18~ Passports. \ 'oter's Regrstrations, Birth Cenificates, Driva"1 
t-'inal Pa~nlC::nl- ..................... due ! 11 HIH5 Licenses nOI: ;accepted. 
AJJ-jorlTNil cards acct'plt'd: !\.tastc!Caid, \ 'IS\. American Express, C!w1CC . Mokt rlt«la ~lo: FirSt Cass Travel, Inc. 
Cancellations 
• 60 days°'" mctnt priot"" 10 dcparture-125.00 penalty 
~ • l . .est than 60bul mOrc lhan.30 d11ys- SSO.OO penalty 
• Leu than 30 days-NO REFtJND. 
.. 
Contact: 
Belinda Lightfoot, Office of S1udcnt Activities 
RRl . 11 7. Blackburn Ccncer, Howard Univenif)· 
636-7003 
RwseMl'tlon Fol••• Statement of Understanding 
l ________ ______ _ 
in thc: KhuCJI of _ 
have tca:ptcd puwgr for the uip to Nassau, M•Fh Z4- 28. 
1q,dS. It is undc:rlWOd and agreed tha I .,.-ilJ penooal"1 bear 
• npen!ICS in ronncction Uh this uip. It is 1111> understood 
.,Id .. ccd th• Howard Univcriicy in no 'WI'/ .cccpo 
rapunsi:>iitY b : fuod, 1* condua, prOlC:C'tion of pcnons, 
proca."tion cl piopal)' and dlccu, conduct or bchaviot bf an 
individulll , inci4tn<-1 or lflY odia cxpcn9a Cllilcd b in con-
nection with this uip, .wt 1ilbiity •img from 111)' IO&M'CC: 
wt VCJ 1n conncctiof, with this aip. , 
.,....._ Col>u & : Do yoU have 1 N"rcnc h th insur- " 
.nee policy~ Yes No , 
To the bN. of my lulowledge, the lboYc ••n.a.1 Iha I 
have silpplicd is uuc. Funhct, I t..Ye tcmi and fl.ty wlidri• 
SQnd tie coodiciqns here in lllove, and on che beck.. 
S..,-cdT.....def 
• 
• 
Home i\ddfni. IC.,.I~) 
Type of Accornmodlliom: 
__ Do.bk T°"" 
R°""""""' ---"''• 
'°'.C.) Pliw N ' 
__ Quoo!._Js.c,· ... 
' 
---· 
• 
Nola: All pa_.. pacil:; We IJI the -..C ltii(lltimocd aip MUST have 
..... WM« ._ _, ... • ....., ..... tno ; · Con - IJip. 
....... • doc Unioutiej wloo Mw p9d i:hr hallti lee b thi9 IChool 
yw, 9" FWJifl Cl"'Ocid for lflil, ..... ~ pdiOIW oNh no inu'IOOI: 
- ..W dM: MIC Y • r-.: 'NOU b lhc "'-1ntt C-"F· Ther. •1111-- ,._ ....... _ . 0 * ._,........, ....... i-liei; . I 9. HMll wilil ihc Oll"u ol kwww1 • ill .. , 1 ~.priario••·~- ... ,, ... 
. ~ .. tJ.I. ..... 
._ lltD II 
....... 
I_... Zl yan of•· 1hc ~c: ot p1ren1: or P*diln a 
-iircd below: ~ .... , .. oft ... ,.,,... .. , t 
Tickets to be purchased at Cramton Auditorium 
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MEAC fru111 11age J ~ 
The Da~·tona Reach-based tea111 is 
led by Ke vin Bradshaw. who is a 
close second in scoring ( 18 .9 ppgl to 
Oelaware State's Campbell . Brad-
shaw is supported by guard Ro nnie 
Weston. " :ho averages 15.5 points 
and center Dc.1nald Hill wl10 averages 
9 .4 1J.Jin1s per garne and 7. I re-
bounds . 
• U niversity of Maryland East~ 
ern Shore- This team is an eve n 
lone:er shot to take the lea!lue 1itle 
- . 
since ils 1alles1 player is o nl y six-foot -
six. The freshman-dominated team 
lac ks maturity and deplh. but 1ries to 
compensate with scrappiness and 
hust le . 
The Ha\\'k'\ <3 -23. 2-10) alS(l lack 
ar. in sidt: game . The team hence relies 
on the perimeter shooting t1f g uard 
Do11ell Bone}' . who is anion~ 1he 
learn leaders in every categllf)' and 
also leads the team in scoring \\'ilh an 
18 .5 points per game average . 
Apartheid 
fro111 page 3 
addition. no compulers. software. or 
goods intended to service computers 
may be exported to or for the use of the , 
South African govemn1ent. 
The legislation also imposes restric· 
tions which ma}' be waived by the Pre.r· 
iclent and lhe Congress in the event of 
posi1ive action on 1he part of the South 
African go\-·emn1ent. lhereby giving the 
government additional incentive lo in-
stitute reforms. No new American in-
vestn1ent . including bank loans and ex-
lcntions of credit, may be made i"n 
Soulh Africa . Further. there may be no 
in1portation of South African 
krugerrands. or o ther gt1ld coins minted 
in South Africa . 
Thest" two sanctions m~y be lifted for 
a periOO of up to 12-18 months if an}' l"lf 
the following actions ;:ire taken by the 
gove rnment of So uth Africa : I ) 
e limination of separate Ii \' ing spaces f llr 
Black workers and rheir ' families : 2) 
eliminarion of restrictions cln freedon1 
of employn1cnt for Blacks: 3) elin1ina· 
lion <lf policies of dcnationaliiation ; 4) 
an end to rcn1ovals of Black pop-
ulatiOns for rc:1sons of race or c1hnic:ity: 
5) eli111ination of residential restrictions 
-
' \ ' 
\ 
\ 
' 
basis of race or e1hnici1y: 
inilialion of negotialions wilh Black 
leaders on s~ial , political and ccO. 
nomic refonn: 7) achievement of an 
internationally·recognized settlement 
' o n Namibia; and 8) the release of all 
polilical prisoners . If the Preside111 de· 
tennines, and the C.ongress agrees. that 
one of these conditions has been met . 
the bans on new investment and 
krugerrand importation will be lifted , 
. The maxintum 'penaliies for, violation 
any of the bill's provi sions would be 
$50.000 for an indi vidual and $1 mil-
lion for a corporation or o rganization . 
Finally, the Anti-apartheid measure 
directs the President to enter _into nego-
tiations \\'ith other nations in order 10 
persuade them tO enact sanctions on 
South Africa similar to !hose contained 
in the bill. . 1 , 
· ·11 i~ a basic lesson
1 
of our history 
that freedom a lways costs something .·· 
stated Weicker at a press conferericc; 
at.tended by several, other sponsors of 
the legis13.tion . 
··As a people. we have bravely and 
proudly borne the costs of freedon1 for 
our own people and people around the 
' world. And for that we are respected .·· 
he added . 
··up to this point, !he Uni1ed Slates. 
through Republican and Democratic 
administrations and Congresses. has 
adpoted a cost-free cpprqa!=l:I to apar-
theid . Wonderful woids and' diplomatic 
entreaties have done· little more than 
sa/\·e our consciences while the oppres-
sion goes on . As South Afrjcan llishop 
Desmond Tutu has said . there can be no 
neutrality with respect to apartheid. we 
are ei1heron the s ide of the oppre~sed or 
the oppressor .•• 
Joi ning Weicker in sponsoring the 
Anti-apartheid Act are Senators Ed· 
ward M . Kennedy (0 . . M.ass). William 
Proxmire (D .. -Wisc.). John F. Kerry 
(D . . Mass .). Carl Levin (D .. Mich .), 
and Paul Sarbanes (D . . Md. l . The 
Ho use supporters include Congressman 
B. McKinney (R .. Conn .) . 
Divestment · 
' 11·11 111 11a~ l' .• 
CounciJ. acc11rding to Stohln1an . 
·· 1 don't anlicipale any opposition to 
·. 
the second bi ll .·· said Stohlman. ' ' The 
only opposi lion w~ received to divc~t­
ment legislation was fron1 lhc 10.C. 
Retircn1cnt Board . "J'his was because o l' 
1he lar~e an1ount (>f pension funds in· 
, 
vesled with companies and financial in· 
·stitutions. that had ties with So~th. 
Africa .· · 
According to Gentry. the South Afri · 
can Embassy opposed the current di-
. vestment bill and the proposed divest· 
ment legislation.·· . _ . but other than 
1hat, there has been no opposition to the 
bills . 'The Mayor has endorsed lhe con· 
cept of the contract diveslment bill , but 
s ince it hasn ' t been voted on yet. he has 
not endor=i the bill ... 
Pauline Schneider. a representative 
f rom the department ol In -
tergovernmental Relations said. ··The 
MaYor's office has nol developed a·po-
sition on the legisl~tion as of yet ... 
Schneider added . ··My suspicion is that 
the Mayor' s Office will suppon the 
bill ." ' 
The South Afri<.:a and Namibl.a Con· 
tracting Demerit Act of 1985 was in· 
troduced on Feb . 26 and will take effect 
after a 30-day period• of congressional 
review. following apPft>Yal by the City 
council and the Mayor's offi<·e. 
' ' ll•l>ll\S lead 1!1c lisl ",,1· L~l111pl:1i111s. 
01111ca11 e.xpr\..~S\.'t.I 11 .... T \ i1.·\\'S lll\ 1 llt.' 
a1 l1lc1 i1.· clc110:1r1111 c1'ft: •• l--1<)\\·ard 
· u 11 i\·t·r .;, i1~· ·s atli li:tic <l1.·part111t.'111 is 
·prt'll~' ct ... -i:c1\I ar1cl 111<1s1 i111porta11tiy, 
t i.It" pr<1g:r:1111 1.•111pl1asil.t'S \..'Cil11.'.alio11. 
\ ·011 d<l11·1 fi 11d a1 l1 \c11.·., hci11g t.'X· 
11loitcd 111.•rc <111<1 at·adt•111ii:s :ire 11t)l 
tli s rc~arlit.'<I . Fk'1.::1t1S\.' Hcl\\"ard .. 1a11ll" 
f(l~ <1cadt.'111ics. y111 1 \\"ill Ile pre11ar ... '<I 
a11d l1a\; ~· s1,111i:1l1i11¥ 111 _,11<1\\· <11·1 ... ·r 
'""'' ill~ 1111.• ill'\ti111ti<lll .•• . 
A 11l:1~ · 1.·r - l ()-("<1:11.· l1 r1.·l:11io11sl1ip is 
:11,,·a~'' :i11 i111 111.1r1 :1111 1.· lt·111c111 111 lll.1111 
tl1c a1 l1li:11.· :111<l ll1t.· ("t1acl1 . l11 1111lSI i11-
'1a 11t·c,. if 1l1i: rcl:11i1111 .. !1i1l hc\\\'t.'\.'11 
1l1c \,,.,, i .. \1.·r~· t'\X'tl t)llt.', :11 l 1cl\.."I \..~ 
l"ll..'r!.11r111 \\·1.·l I . ' ~ I rl'.,!lt:t'I lier I ( '<)<1i:l 1 , 
, - ~, l i:r l <I ¥r ... ·:it dt.':11 hcc:lllSC CVCl l 
1 l1t111~l1 .,lit· lltlt:\ 11111 r1.·ali1c ii , st1i: lt<I., 
lit·lr'lt .. 'll 111 ~· i11 11 1~· 11\1.·r;1ll 1x·r f(1 r111:111ct·. 
News Briefs 
I fr11·1"i1 11:1!!- c .. l 
111i:111 Minis1cr i11 C l1arge of· Black A f· 
fairs, Gcrrit N. Viljocn, said that he 
\\'Ot1ld try to leagali1..c the position of 
the t !1ousa11ds of' pcopfe·in Cros.(jroads 
:i11d neig/1boring squaller settlc111ents 
to bring a11d c11d to 1l1e dea1l1s and 
ri0! "· 
· S.. NEWS BRIEFS page 7 
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Vacation or Visit in the Caribbean, 
South Pacific Holy Land or Africa 
Let Mayo Travel rr1ake tt1e arrangements 
Located in the lobby Hov1ard Inn - 387-4411 
Contact: Pat, Valerie, Lee 
All major cred!t cards accepted 
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Me'et1ngs 
. . 
H.~.S.A. presents ''Famine in 
Africa: Natural or 
~Man-Made?'' FeatUring guest 
lecturers on African and Ethio-
pian. affairs, on Thursday, 
March 14, from 7:00 - 9:00 p.m. 
in the Undergraduate Library 
Lecture Hall. All are encourag-
ed to attend! 
The Society of Professional 
Journalists, Sigma Delta Chi, 
will hold their bi-monthly 
meeting Saturday, March 9, 
1985 at 1:00 p.m. in Room, 
B-201 of the School of Com-
munications. All members must. 
attend. Pertinent matters to be 
discussed . 
i The H.U .S.A. Senate Fundrais-
_.. ing Committee will meet Tues-
day, March 12, at 5:00 in. the 
Hilltop Lounge. All committee 
members are asked to attend. 
HEY EVERYBODY listen to 
this tip if you want something to 
do tonigh\.i Come join th~ 
NAVIGATORS CHRISTIAN 
FELLOWSHIP foi a rally 
that'll be just right! When: 
TONIGHT! at 7:30 p.m. 
, Where: Drew Hall Lounge. 
· Refreshments will be served and 
fun will be too, sb come on out 
without a doubt, we're waiting 
to see YOU! ! 
N.0. B.U .C.S. Week March 
11th-15th- Yes, it's finally here! 
Monday, March I Ith- Informa-
tion Table 10 a.m.-5 p.m., Quiz 
Show 7 p.111. Tuesday,. March 
12th- In'formation ,.able 10 
Al'IEN,TION ALL HISTORY 
MAJORS AND MINORS!!! If 
~ you are interested in applying 
for the History Honor Society, 
PHI ALPHA THETA, please 
contact Mrs. Hutton· in room 
314 Douglas~ Hair no later than 
Wednesday, March 13, 1985. 
You must have taken at least 12 
hours in history courses and 
have no less than a 3.2 average 
in histo,ry with a 3.0 cumulative. 
NOTE: Graduate students must 
have a 3.5 average in hi~tory. 
Dr. \Valier B. Hope, assistant 
profeSsor in the Department of 
Geology and Geography, is the 
editor of our depanmental jour-
nal entitled, GEOLOGOS, Vol. 
2 No. 1. The jou.rnal .. was 
published by the Department of 
Geology. To purchase a copy of 
the journal the cost is$7 .00. 
Contact Melinda Long and Dr. 
Walter Hope at 636-6925 or 
come to Erne s t Just 
Hall/ Greenhouse, Room 336. 
. 
• 
The annual Kappa Alpha Psi 
Fraternity , Inc., · Dance 
Marathon \viii begin tonight, 
Friday a1 8:00 p.m. and end 
Saturday at ~:00 p.rn . For all 
you dance-alcoholics , this is 
your night and day to dance 
away. 
---------
Ganh Fagan's Bucket Dance 
Theatre will perform al Howard 
Univers ity Cram ton 
Auditoriun1, Friday, March 15, 
1985 at 8:00 p.m. General 
A~n1i ss ion - $5.00 Senior 
Citizens and Students with ID 
-$3.00. For further Information 
and Master Dance Class Reser-
vation contact Dr . Sherrill 
Miller 636-7175 or Joyce Guy 
529-7232. 
a.m.-5 p.m., Lecture: The 
Significance of Hi gher Howard 's Slim11astics Club and 
Education-W,hat Howa rd Ph)'Sical Educatio n '."1ajors 
Students Tend To Forget. ·Club are spo nsoring a 
Wednesday, March 13th- I'm ROLLER SKATING PARTY 
Tired of Talking 10 a.m.-5 p.m. from 7 to 10 p.m., March 15, at 
(New Topic!), African Fashion the Alexandria, Va. Roller 
Show, Creations by Januwa. Skati~g. Rin~. 807 N. Asaph St . 
Friday, March 14th- I'm Tired Admission 1s $2.00 and $1.~ 
of Talking ,10 a.m·.-5 p.m., for rental o! skates . Round-trip 
c lt~a!~~&hl: Qur ~-\Y. is . transportat1pn, at a co.st of 
-. C~lfiire · ~p1f¥·p~~~y·' l•J!·'° •" f~~1""lt"'be."1>1ovidedo fro~ ~· 
Marc.15th- I'm Tired of Talk~~ Burr Gymnasiu"k Fo~ add1-
ing t<T a.m.-5 p.rn., 12 Noon: tional i.nfotmat!t).n 636-n~~l~ Release Ri se and Fly!! , . Deborah Johnson at 
N.O.B.U.c.s. Party 7 p.m. or Al1ita Berger at 636-5628. 
• 
General 
• 
Howard' s Slimnastics Club and 
Physcial Education Majors 
Club are sponsoring a 
R<¥-LER SKATING PARTY 
from 7 to 10 p.m., March 15, at 
the .Alexandria , Va. -Roner 
Skating Rink, 807 N. Asaph St. 
Admission is $2.00 and $1 .00 
for rental of skates. Round-trip 
transporation, at a .cost of 
$2.00, will be 'provided from 
Burr Gymnasium. For addi-
tional information, . contact 
Deborah Johnson at 636-7.143 
· or Anita Berger at ~36-5,g28. 
The Undergraduate Student 
National Medical Association 
of Howard University. Invites 
the Howard Community for an 
evening of distinction and fun 
at the R.S.V.P ., 401 Waterside 
Mall S. W ., Washington, D.C. 
on Monday, March 18, 1985 at-
9:00 p.m. Until late. Tickets 
$2.50. For Info contact Mr. 
Newton Rennie636-6121 or Mr. 
Vincent Hayes 526-1098. 
CONFRONTATION!!! 
It's the battle of the sexes at the 
William J. Seymour Pentecostal-
Fellowship al 7:00 p.m. on 
Thursday, March 13th, at 100 
Bryant St. Nonh West . Issues at 
hand include: What is the role 
of the Black woman? Is the 
Black woman's role to be 
barefoot, pregnant and in _the 
kitchen? Are Black men weak 
and failures? Instead, has the 
Black woman failed the Black 
man? YOU , MUST BE 
THERE!!! 
The Brothersof KAPPA KAP-
PA PSI/Eta Omega Chapter 
. ' 
arc sponsonng a young com-
posers contest Grand prize 
SlS0.00. For more information 
see any brother of Kappa Kap-
pa Psi or come to the basement 
of Fine Ans Bl2 (office). 
• 
Do men need liberating from 
double standards ..... masculine 
myths? Or are women unrecep-
tive to the gentle side of men. 
Sponsored by IGBIMO OTITO 
Howard ·University Christian 
Fellowship. Friday, March 8, 
1985 in Blackburn Center. 
Eastern Airlines and The 
Gentlen1en of Drew Social Club 
Present- The Word Is. Out - A 
Fashion Extravaganza to be 
held on Sunday, · March 17, . 
1985 at 7:~0 p.m. in the Lounge ' 
of Drew. Donation: $1.00. See 
any Gentlemen of Drew Social 
Club Member for details or 
contact your Eastern Airlines 
Representative, Rodney Gore, 
at 636-0888. 
The week we al l have been 
waiting for is coming, ''Kappa 
Week''. A week of ~festivities, 
beginning April 8-13, sponsored 
by Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity, 
Inc. 
• 
AFROBICS- New classes form-
ing the this unique African 
dance program that offers the 
most effective exercise and 
weight loss technique . Tone up 
muscle's. Tuck , in flabby 
stomach. Improve your car-
diovascular activity. Shape up . · 
Trim down. Add a liitle African • 
spice to your life. For fitness or 
fun call: 529-1586 or 234--0170 
(weekends) 
Ultimate Throwdown! Love 
Squad and larry-G/ Frankski at 
the Shining Star, 1100 Blair Mill 
Rd ., Silver Spring, MD on Fri-
day, March 8th. 
Wanted 
MODELS.I / MODELS! 
Students & Faculty Auditions 
for Spring Show March 16, 
1985 at Noon!! I Photos helpful. 
Blackbum Room 142. 
' . 
' 
HILLTOPICS 
• 
• 
Part-time promotional work for 
bright, attractive college 
females. $10/ hr. lnter~ew week 
of March II, 10:00 a.m.-12:00 
noon. 623 Penna. Ave. S.E. 
2nd floor. 547-6300 
MODELS! MODELS! 
Students and Faculty Auditions 
for Spring Show will be held on 
March 16, 1985 at NOON in 
Blackburn Center Rm. 142! ! ! 
PHOTOS HELPFUL. 
4 
Services 
Attention Students! Profes-
sional Word Processing and 
typing services . Research 
papers, Theses, Dissertations. 
Fast and Accurate Service. 
$1.50/ page or $1.75/ page if we 
pick and deliver. Call 685-1989 
after 2:00 p.m. If you have a 
question regarding the ad you 
may contact me at the above 
number or 521-6474. 
$1.00/ page WORDS 
UNLIMITED ... utilizes the very 
best in wordprocessing equip-
ment . Preparat ion of Term 
Papers-, Report s, Research 
Papers, Resumes, Letters of In-
troduction, Theses, Disserta; 
tiOns, & others. Storage, Revi- . 
sion, also a.vailable. 
''Guaranteed Personal Atten-
tion & Intelligent 
Performance''. Give WORDS 
UNLIMITED a ca ll at 
630-5131 
ISRAEL'S REVIVAL--Sure 
·Sign of Christ' S;-Coming. FREE 
Booklet. Write Tim Ryan, 7516 
Campbell Ct. Manassas, Va. 
22110, or call 703-368-2915 . 
LOSE WEIGHT NATURAL-
LY!!! Guaranteed. I lost 75 lbs. 
Desperate?? Cal l 
Errin-439-5572, after 4:30 p.m. 
: '7 o. • .. o.footi:tlYFISt* i• •••J!' t 
Do you like " DESIGNER 
PERFUMES'' ~uch as Giorgio, 
Opium, Joy, B~-a-versai lles, 
First, White Linen ... but not 
Designer Prices? If you want 
the VERY BEST for a LOT 
LESS, call 882-7341 NOW! 
ATTENTION STUDENTS! 
PROFESSIONAL WORD 
PROCESING AND TYPING 
SERVICES. Research papers, 
theses, di~ations. Fast and 
accurate service. $1.50/ page or 
$1 .75/ page if we pick and 
deliver. Call 685-1989 after 2:00 
p.m. 
' 
Guarnateed. I lost 75 lbs. 
Desperate?? Call . Errin-
439-5572, after 4:30 p.m. 
Isreael' s Revival--Sure sign of 
Christ's Coming. FREE 
booklet. Wrice Tim Ryan, 7516 
Campbell a. Manassas, Va. 
22110, or call 703-368-2915. 
0eare!l..l'in2co, I really want 
to end our fight! •Lee, the war 
can't be long, I feel our love is 
strong. I'm taking a cruise to 
the mid91e east for spring 
break. I've heard that the coun-
try side can be beautiful in the 
morning. I hope you come and · 
enjoy it with me. I can see both 
of .us relaxing on the side of the 
river. Hope we've gQl a date. , 
Love Always, 11 - t-76 
I 1-b-07--ABRHGT---
Lawrence G . . (Sm:ooth 
Operator), Am I dreaming? Is 
this for real? Always remember 
Thursday, February 28, 1985 . It 
was out lucky.day . Thanks for 
the lovely rose and a simply ex-
hiliratfug -weekend. Now that 
your luck has changed _for the 
better I. hope 'your are never 
''Missing in Action'' (smile) . 
Once again I 'ask, ''Where do 
you get your energy?'' Here's to 
the beginning of. a long-lasting 
relationship. Donna D. (your 
rose) ' . 
Mousie, Our love is too strong 
to die so please give it one more 
try. DAC 
Dear R.E.W., If you want your 
money don't get on the phone 
and demand it, be nice and ask 
for it. Just for that you' ll have 
to come and get it yourself. You 
may or may not get your 
money , but it will be a delight. 
seeing those hairy legs again!! 
Carlton 
To my little sister Myrlys, HAP-
PY BIRTHDAY, KID!!! Hmm 
-20 yrs. old - _not so much of a 
kid anymore. (smile) You're a 
special friend and I'm going to 
make sure that your b-day is 
FiERCE! ! ! Demoines! Love, 
D' -ilain (Champagne) 
' -
f> To 'My Ubiquitari~ Brothers 
Jarret and Kevin and my 
Abecedarian Sister Jill: Thank 
you bunches! You are the best 
. ""'''eilt 'Sd)~·<Menstm~ I 
know. Katryna 
' . . 
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UIKltitul C• ... 
mT PHPtlU:TIOM 
SPl:CllUSn llllCI 11ll 
•liveClaun 
•Test 'n Tape 
Reintorcemeflt 
Call Dart E"IW•• & Wtlll1r ill 
·244-1456 
4201 Connecticut Ave., N.W., Washington. O.C. 20008 
SENIORS! 
. 
Are you ready to gradu-
ate? Are you tired of 
studying late for tests? 
Are you prepared to face 
reality of the real world? 
Then it's time to remove these 
To Sly, 
Congratulations! The Neste~ Plu~ge 
can be extraordinarily refreshing; JUSt 
beware of drowning . ' Luv ya! 
007 
T-H-E Woman from Indio , 
. Smile dammit !" ThingS will g~t bet-
ter· trust me. After all the worrying and 
gn;shing of teeth. I know we'll be sm~l­
ing this time in May. I guarantee .1t. 
Thanks for being such a dynamite 
friend for what seems like an eternity . 
' Love you to death . 
T-H-E other woman 
... SSSSSSappnin. Enemy? 
It 's good to s.ee you happy again . 
'Glad to have met you (even though you 
don't have good sense.) If you don't 
keep in touch next year from Wherever 
you arc, I promise you' ll find ou\ how 
the victims feel . 
Love always, 
Two doors down 
CONGRATULATIONS Brian 
Price! When·s the honeymoon? 
THE HIUTOP 
Psst . . . . so you thought that the 
undergraduate fraternities and 
sororities Cl\n step and sing . . .. . -
Ha .... Psst .... so )'ou 
'• 
thought you had a good time at 
the homecoming Greek Show 
.. . . RIDICULOUS .... Well 
tonite , you are invited to party 
with the PROFESSIONALS 
. . . . at the '' L'aw School Greek 
Show and Lawyers Jam in their 
Briefs Affair' ' .... from 7:00 ' 
until 'at the Law School . . . . '· 
2900 Van Ness Street N.W. 
. · ... We have door prizes ... . 
we have a CASH BAR . . . . 
CHEAP . . . . and please COME 
EARLY . 
__ , --------
To the crew in G-06: It's all over 
but the SHOUTING! Thanks a 
zillion for your dedication 
(especially Cristal •. Karen, 
Debbie·•nne ~d Ricardo) I 
love you all, and really did ap-
,r preciate your effons. Katryna 
\ 
Delta Sigma fi 
I 
" I 
. 
\ 
1Jntu i{~n QI~uptrr 
presents 
their fourth 
I . Yf LLQ)W QO~f 
.~ AffAIR 
• 
, 
' . I \ Personals 
To Mac Pervis who is never ner-
vous, I just thought I'd let you 
know what I am thinking: 
''You're terrific!'' Love, A 
friend. 
Bob Nunes: Was the test drive 
. smooth enough? I got the im-
pression that you didn't like the 
RED one. Don't worry, the 
BEIGE one is twice as nice. It's 
the BEST INVESTMENT you 
could .Ver make. THE HEAT 
IS ON! Your French Toast 
Maker -
\ 
' 
To my Old Man and his serious 
friend ''Hammcr''-What can I 
say'? The pas't 2 weeks have been 
ecstasy! I K&eP up the good · 
wor'k., the chalnpagne, the din-
ners and those Godiva 
chocolate -kends! Elizabeth 
#I Seattlite, • 
I, of all people, know that in many 
ways tliis has been the roughest one yet. 
But bang in there. 1bc inspiration is on 
its way-H-0-M-E. I love you . 
Carolina Girl 
-
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Lady Bison • win 
_rst round,54-48 
By Leonard Hall 
Hilliop SWI' R< pont< 
PHILADELPHIA March 7-
The Lady Bison overcame a cold 
shooting performance and numerous 
mistakes to narrowly.defeat Delaware 
State College, 54-48, in the fll"St round 
ofl. lhe Middle Eastern Athletic Con· 
ference MEAC Tournament. 
Guard Vaitnessa Graham, paced the 
team with 21 points, while forwards 
Robin Duncan and Courtney Bullard 
chipped in 11 and 10 points respective-
cy . 
, Howard and Delaware State 
appeared jittery and it showed in their 
shooting. The Lady Hornets shot an 
anemic 23 percent for the game while 
the Lady Bison were only slightly better 
at 29. 7 percent. The contest remained 
close to the end, but the difference in 
the game was that the Lady Bison h~~ 
the clutch baskets down the stretch 
while the Lady Hornets did not . 
Of her tean\ 's poerfonnance. ·Lady 
Bison head coach Sanya T}'ler said, ·' It 
wasn't pretty.1 but it was ,a win. The 
girls were a little nervous about playin~ 
here {in the Palestra) for the first rime. 
and I think it affected the way they 
played early in the game." , 
By defeating ~)aware State, the 
Lady Bison advanced into second · 
round action today against North Caro-
lina A & T, which pulled off a major 
surprise by upsetting second-seeded 
Bethune-Cookman Thursday after-
noon. 
That result could turn out to be a 
major break for the Lady Bison who 
handled A&T easily 1n two regular sea· 
son meetings. 
The Lady Bisonended the 1984-85 
season with a big viCtory over the 
Lady Hawks of the University of 
Maryland, Eastern Shore (UMES), 
70-58, for a third place MEAC finish 
last Saturday. 
Howard opened an early and com· 
fortable lead against UMES, while the 
Lady Ha"·ks struggled on offense and 
defense. As the first half proceeded, 
the Lady Hawks reduced Howard's 
lead to five points, but the Lady Bison 
held on and led 37.30 at haltl·1me. 
Jn the second half, UMES increas-
ed their pressure on defense, which 
pulled them together offensively. This 
surge of energy almost. turned the 
game around for the Lady Hawks. 
The first five minutes of the second 
l1alf were a tug of war as the Lady 
Hawks slowly crept back into the 
game .. Freshman Mo11ica Felder led 
the Lady Hawks with 21 Points and 
six valuable· steals. Freshman Lisa 
Gilliani and sophomore Glenda 
McDougal combined for an addi-
tional five steals and 19 points. 
At this final home game, senior 
captain Robin .Ouncan, an All-
America candidate and natiVe .or· 
Harrisburgh, Pa., was honorea as the 
_ first women in the history of Howard 
{O score J ,CXXl points and grab 800 re-
bounds during her career. 
Monique LaBeach. conrributed to this 
article . 
r 
,.~ 
' -
-
Lady anon Becky Odrick fights for rebow1d 11gaimt UMES at the Burr Gym la<;t Saturday. 
Odrick ~n the bM:tle, and &ward ~n the ganlC, 70-58 
Chi-town to Iowa to D.C. 
Transfer shines at Howard .ff. U. 
By Deron Snyder . I lege really woke me Up and that· s ing to aj .c. wa~ a ~ood experience for cided ~o come _to Howard . ''At first it 
HiUMpSWfRcponcr where I found myself.·· Hampton me . 1 was playing every game and was k~nd of difficult . l had lost C?n-
was also able to find the basket out involved with the team. Most fresh- tact with ~lack people an~ I was kind 
-there. averaging 15 points and eight men at bigger schools spend a lot of of Pa.::1no1d. _But I blend in real well The transitioh from high school 
college is usually a periaj of great 
readjustment. especially when the 
environme~t is ·radical ly different 
from that in which the student grew 
up . In Mike 
HamptOn · s case. 
it must have 
seemed as if he 
were oP another 
planet . 
A.ft:er hij 
senioi' lyear a 
Mendel \Catholic 
~ . High School <ln 
the south side of Chicago, Hampton 
packed his.bags and his jump shot and 
went· to Southwestern Cwnmunity 
College in Burlington, Iowa. 
''I did a lot of growing up out 
there," said Ham.pton . ··Junior col-
rebounds per game for two years. time on the bench, which was some- now. ·. he said.. . . . . _ 
Hampton sa id that he had the abil - thing I didn't want to do ,·: he added . . Besides bl7nd1ng into the social en 
ity to go to a n1ajor fou(-year school Southwestern Community College v1ronment ot Howard, _Hampton. has 
right ·out of high school. but that his was a good experience -fqr l:lampton also managed ~o blend into the B1~on 
grades were not that good . ··1 was the in a lot of ways . Besides maturing and progr~m. He is curren tly averaging 
only one on the team who had bad improving his basketball skills. Ham· 10 points and five rebounds a ~ame . 
· !grades. " Hampton said . ··11 was an pton also had to learn to survive in an He has been a key el.en1ent •.n the 
all boys ' Catholic school and they almost totally white environment . ··1 de.lay ga~e. where h~ is often _1n the 
really paid attention to the school was dealing with son1e of the ~1os t n11ddle with the option to dn~e ~r 
k · - radical whites there are.·· explained pass, and a force on defense an t e wor . ft·· b d 
. ·· 1 didn't have a lot of discipline Hampton . ' 'Some of them had never o ens1ve oar ~- . 
when itt came to studying, and that 's seen a Black perspn u·ntil they were 12 . '' [ 'm not playing t~e bes~ that l ~an 
still something that I have to work at . years old.·· nght now · because . ~ m. st1ll. getting 
Since I came to Howard though, my Hampton also learned how to play used to· the system. said H~mpto~ . 
work has been improving." under pressure at Southwestern. He "'The effon 1s there, hut I still don t 
Han1pton has no regrets over played before c~owds of 60CM) peopl~ have the ~ow yet. I _ want.~o play well 
choosing to attend a junior college onaregularbas1s . IfHowardi:nakes1t but I cant force th1n_gs. 
first . ··1 had the option to sit out and to the N~jt.A tournament this y,ear. 
then play four ye~ at a major col- his. experience could be invaluable. 
lege, or attend aj.c .," he said ~ ''Go- In the fall of 1·984, Hampton de-
Sec HAMPTON page 7 
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Bison down • 
• 
UMES, 77·.61 
By Deron Snyder 
The Bison finished their ' regular 
season Saturday ·night at Burt .Gym-
nasium, easily defeating University of 
Maryland Eastern Shore 77-61. 
Mike Hampton led the Bison with . 
18 points, and George Hamilton chip. 
peel in with 17. On the strength of 
their outside shooting, Howard was 
able to gain an early lead. In order to 
compensate for their trCmendous 
height disadvantage--th~ tallest Hawk 
was six feet, five inches--UMES 
played in a tight 1-3-1 zone defense, 
. which conceded easy, open jumpers 
from the wings and the foul line. 
Following an 8-8 tie with 13 
minutes left in the first half, the Bison 
outscored UMES 9-2._ capping the 
spree with Hampton's 15-foot j1lmp 
shot from the left corner. Hampton's 
eight points in the half, along with 
Hamilton's 13, enabled the Bison to 
take a 30-25 lead at the half. 
Bison center Robert Mcilwaine ig-
nited the Bison, and the 2000 
onlookers, with a spectacular defen-
sive play late in the half. With three 
minutes left and the Bison clinging to 
a 21-20 lead, Mcilwaine emphatically 
rejected a Hawk dunk attempt . . 
Another Ha"'.k grapped the ball and 
tried to lay it in, but Mcilwaine swat-
ted away that shot also, stariing a fast 
break. John Spencer took the ball to 
+the basket and drew a blocking foul, 
but Hampton got called for a 
technical foul as he hung on the rim 
trying to follow up Spencer's missed 
layup. 
As the crowd buzzed with excite-
ment over the fast-paced action; 
Spencer canned one of two free 
thr6ws, after UMES' successful 
technical attempt, giving thC Bisor:i the 
lead at 22-21. Hamilton scored the 
last six pciints for Howard at the end 
of the half. 
The Bison came out in the second 
half and made five of.their first six 
field goal .attempts, creating an 
I I 'JJOint bulge that caused UMES to 
take a timeout; Howard went on a 
144 tear over the next six minutes, 
• 
opening up a 54-33 lead. · 
Donnell Boney, the leading scorer 
in the MEAC, led the Hawks with. 18 
points, 'and 6 rebounds. However his 
eight--0f-l.8 shooting from the floor. 
typified the rest of the team, which hit 
only 36.5 percent of its sh~s in the 
game. . 
On the other hand, Howard con-
nected on a blisteriilg 60 percent of its 
field goal attempts in the second half, 
51 percent. for the game. Fred Hill, 
the Bison's leading scorer, was con-
spicuous in his absence as he stayed 
glued to thl!' bench along with 
Ousmane Ba apd Rocky Gholson, for 
team rule violations. 
As it turned out the Biso'n never 
missed Hill, as they enjoyed· holding 
leads of close to 20 points for most of 
the second half. Head· coach A.B. 
Williamson got a strong performance 
from reserve guard Mike Rollins, who 
contributed ei-ght points, five re-
bounds, and six assists in 29 minutes 
of ·play. Spencer, who has missed 
significant number of games due to an 
academic problem, also had a good 
game, providing the Bison with -10 
points and 12 rebounds. 
Although Williamson said he liked 
what he saw and thought the Bison's 
shooting was better, he would not say 
it was a sign of things to come in the 
MEAC tournament. ''This doesn't 
mean a thing," Williamson said. 
''You can never tell. The tournament 
is a whole different thing, it's a 
k " pressure-coo er. . 
Willaimson said the Bison are 
h. " b ''working on a few new t 1ngs, ut 
they did not get a chance to try them 
' out against the Hliwks. ''We've been 
doing some things new against man-
to-man ·defense, but they [UMES] 
play in a zone.'' 
Howard dominated the game on 
the backboards, outrebounding the 
Hawks 48-29. ''We have the smallest 
team in the MEAC,'' explained 
UMES coach .Howie Evans, ''and 
we're probably the smallest team in 
[Division] I-A. I guess our number-
one priority· foi' next yCar is to recruit 
SQme height.'' 
Grapplers ·~nd'85 
By Jim Trotter year. They understand what they have 
Hilltop Slaff Reponer to do' ' 
Head Wrestling C0ach Pilul Cotton is Cotton has reason to be optimistic 
looking forward to next year after the about next year. He is losing only two 
Grapplers failed to seqd anyone to the wrestlers (Howard Rittenhouse and , 
National Collegiate Athletic Associa- Harold> S~ann) and said he feels that the 
tion (NCAA) Tournament. wrestling. program is on the upswing. 
After qualifying five wrestlers for the . ·'The year has beer very positive fo~ 
easter.a ·regionals, only two ·of the our young wrestlers, and even though 
wrestlers (Tony Mack and George Fos- statistically [we) did not do well in the 
ter) competed this.past weekend in Har- tournament, it was good to have Ho-
risonburg, Va. Personal reasons ke~t ward represented in the regionals," ad· 
the other wrestlers out of the competi- ded Cotton. '' It helps recruiting be-
tion. cause while the tournament was going 
Freshman Mack won two matches on, Virginia awas holding its statC 
and lost two matches after wrestling the wrestling tournament and a lot Of the 
number-one seeded wrestler in his h high school wrestlers got a c ance to 
weight division and lost by one point . see what our program is about." 
He then won two matches before losing Cotton did not want to disclose 
again and beipg eliminated from the names of wrestlers that he is reCruitin_g 
tournament . because ''even though they may sign a 
Foster lost his flfSt match and had to letter of intent, I don't believe they're 
wait and see if the wrestler who had · here until they are enrolled in class. I've 
defeated him woul~ Win or lose his next had wrestlers that were coming here [to 
match. After the wrestler lost, Foster Howard) end up going into the service, . 
was eliminated from the tournament . or getting married, or some simply find 
''I felt we were very impressive in good paying jobs that they accept .,, 
defeat," said Cotton. ''The wrestlers The Grapplers closed the year with 
here [at the tow:namcnt] and the rest· of an 11-10 record and hope to improve 
the team will build off this for next next year. 
Track team lies, 
breaks records 
By Mlchelle E. Dyer 
Howard Univer'sity's men's ana 
women's track teams ended their in-
door trac.k season, shattering school 
records and making history. Accor-
ding to . Track Coach, William 
Moultrie ''It was prehaps our best in-
door season eve ~. '' 
ror the- fi ;-, t iemt he men won the 
~·t i. • - :~asti.!1'11 Atlantic Conference at 
Sa.i.sburY, Md. last .month, placing 
fir!:.t and second in many of the 
events. The-women's team had to set-
tle for thrid place, losing· out by just 
two points to South Carolinia State. 
In the nien's competition, Jcral 
Council yard, Richard Louis and An-
ton Skerritt all finished first place in 
their events Ralph Gomes finished se-
cond in the mile and the lOJO-yard 
run. 
. 
·What clinched the championship 
for the men's team, explained 
' ' Moultrie, was Anthony Scott s 
second-place finish in the triple jump. 
''Had he fmished lower than second, 
we would not have won,'' said 
Moultrie . 
Success for the track teams did not 
end in Salisbury. Last weekend at the 
Oemson University Invitational track 
meet, six members of the team 
qualified for the National Collegiate 
'Athletic Association Indoor Cham-
pionships in Syracuse, N. Y ., March 
7,8and9. 
This was the first time Howard had 
qualified so many people in individual 
events, said MouJtri~. The three men 
that qualified were scni::>r Donald 
Battle in tho:SOO meters, Louis in both 
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